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Dolls and Teddy Bears 

1. Vintage plush teddy bears and animals: (1) Gabrielle Designs vintage Paddington Bear, brown duffle coat, yellow Dunlop 
size 4 Wellington boots, coat is holed and one boot has been chewed; (2) R Dakin 1974 Pillow Pets beaver, brown plush; 
(3) - (8) Dakin Cherished Teddies # 25213 Beth, #06122 Friends Come In All Sizes, #06042 Cuddle Me With Love, Membears 
Heather 2010, #06045 Tyler and one unidentified; (9) - (11) three additional plush bears; Fair Plus to Good; (11). 

 £30 - £40 

2. Steiff Danbury Mint Zodiac Birthday pair of teddy bears, both are complete with button and yellow cloth tags (they do not 
have EAN number printed on the tags- states: Not for Sale! Property of Margarete Steiff- perhaps samples): (1) Taurus, LE 
2007, white with yellow tip mohair, with medallion; (2) Cancer, LE 2007, white with orange tip, with medallion; Good Plus to 
Excellent; 10"/25cm; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

3. Merrythought collection of vintage plush animals: (1) - (3) Pride of lions, largest is a nightdress case; (4) St Bernard dog 
nightdress case, with rosette style swing label Take Me Home, I'm a Thoroughbred; (5) & (6) Pair of emerald green and white 
plush dogs; Fair Plus to Good; (6). 

 £30 - £40 

4. Chad Valley Chiltern and Wendy Boston five plush vintage teddy bears: (1) & (2) Chad Valley Chiltern, beige plush, with 
label to side seam, unjointed, 18"/46cm and 16"/41cm; (3) Chad Valley Chiltern, black plush, label to side seam, unjointed, 
16"/41cm; (4) Chad Valley Chiltern koala, brown and beige plush, 15"/38cm; (5) Wendy Boston brown and white plush bear, 
swing label around neck, 16.5"/42cm; Good to Good Plus; (5). 

 £30 - £40 

5. Tony Toy (British Made) four vintage teddy bears (plus one without a label): (1) Golden mohair, with label to left seam 
Quality Tony Toy British Made, fully jointed, brown mohair pads, 20"/51cm; (2) & (3) Golden plush, label to side seam, fully 
jointed, brown plush pads, 15"/38cm and 14"/36cm; (4) Brown plush, label, unjointed, dark brown plush pads, 18"/46cm; (5) 
Golden plush, NO LABEL, jointed limbs, brushed nylon pads, 9.5"/24cm; Good Plus to Excellent Plus; (5). 

 £60 - £80 

6. Plush vintage teddy bears x seven, unjointed, largest 22"/56cm and smallest 13"/33cm; Fair Plus to Excellent; (7). 

 £30 - £40 
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7. Real Soft Toys (Watford, Herts, UK) collection of mohair and plush vintage teddy bears: (1) Golden mohair, label to arm 
seam, fully jointed, velveteen pads, 22"/56cm; (2) Vivid golden mohair, label to side seam, fully jointed, velveteen pads, 
13"/33cm; (3) & (4) Black plush, labels to inner leg seam, unjointed, 17"/43cm and 13"/33cm; (5) & (6) White plush, labels to 
inner leg seam, unjointed, 17"/43cm and 13cm/33cm; Fair Plus to Excellent Plus; (6). 

 £40 - £60 

8. Real Soft Toys (Watford, Herts, UK) collection of mohair and plush vintage teddy bears: (1) Golden mohair, swing label to 
chest, fully jointed, brushed nylon pads, 19"/48cm; (2) Golden mohair, label to side seam, fully jointed, brushed nylon pads, 
13"/33cm; (3) & (4) White plush, label to leg seam, one has swing label, unjointed, 13"/33cm; Fair Plus to Excellent Plus; (4). 

 £30 - £50 

9. Merrythought Cheeky vintage teddy bears pair, beige plush, amber and black plastic eyes, inset velveteen muzzle, black 
vertically stitched nose and cheeky grin, brushed nylon inner ears with bells, fully jointed, felt paw pads, brushed nylon foot 
pads, black claw stitching, 18"/46cm and 17"/43cm; Excellent to Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £50 - £70 

10. Merrythought Cheeky vintage teddy bears pair, beige plush, amber and black plastic eyes, inset velveteen muzzle, black 
vertically stitched nose and cheeky grin, brushed nylon inner ears with bells, fully jointed, felt paw pads, brushed nylon foot 
pads, black claw stitching, 17"/43cm; together with (3) beige plush bear, with swing label, 18"/46cm; Excellent to Excellent Plus; 
(3). 

 £70 - £90 

11. Pedigree golden plush vintage teddy bears x three, each with label to rear seam, amber and black plastic eyes, inset 
muzzle, black plastic dog nose, fully jointed, brushed nylon pads,  
Excellent to Excellent Plus; largest 20"/51cm and smallest 15"/38cm; (3). 

 £60 - £90 

12. Gwentoys golden mohair vintage teddy bear, swing label to neck, amber and black glass eyes, fully jointed, brushed nylon 
pads, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 18"/46cm. 

 £40 - £60 

13. Plummer Wandless Co Tinka-Bell pair of vintage real sheepskin teddy bears: (1) black and white panda bear, with swing 
label, label to foot, amber and black plastic eyes, applies suedette nose, jointed limbs, 13"/33cm; (2) apricot teddy bear, amber 
and black plastic eyes, with swing label, label to foot, jointed limbs, 13"/33cm; Excellent to Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

14. Plummer Wandless Co Tinka-Bell pair of vintage real sheepskin teddy bears: (1) cream teddy bear, amber and black glass 
eyes, with swing label (detached but present), label to foot, jointed limbs, 13"/33cm; (2) cream teddy bear, amber and black 
plastic eyes, label to foot, jointed limbs, 9.5"/24cm; Excellent to Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £30 - £50 

15. Miniature vintage animals and teddy bears: (1) Steiff Peggy penguin, EAN 4310, white / grey / yellow mohair, missing 
button; (2) cream mohair bear, embroidered features, externally plastic jointed limbs; (3) artificial silk bear, glass bead eyes and 
nose; (4) Granny Toys (Wimbledon) plush and felt rabbit; largest 6.5"/17cm and smallest 3.5"/9cm; Good to Good Plus; (4). 

 £25 - £35 

16. Schuco Talisman pair of vintage panda bears, German, black and white mohair, black metal bead eyes, black horizontally 
stitched nose, fully jointed, Good to Excellent, 2.5"/65mm; (2). 

 £40 - £50 
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17. Schuco Talisman pair of vintage teddy bears, German, golden mohair, black metal bead eyes, black horizontally stitched 
nose, fully jointed, Good to Excellent, 2.5"/65mm; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

18. Schuco Talisman pair of vintage teddy bears, German, golden mohair, black metal bead eyes, black horizontally stitched 
nose, fully jointed, one bear has a missing eye, Fair Plus to Good, 2.5"/65mm; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

19. Collection of annuals and other books, includes: My Little Pony annuals; The Wombles; Twinkle; Snoopy; Postman Pat; 
Charlie Chaplin; Sooty; The Wombles; Peter Bull's Book of Teddy Bears; The Story of Pop; The International Book of Comics / 
Gifford; plus others; Fair Plus to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

20. Charlie Bears GumBoots Red Fox, CB 621392, designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 4000, cinnamon, dark brown and white plush, 
with swing label certificate, left hand side whiskers are damaged, 15"/38cm; (2) Charlie Bears Gordon badger, designed by 
Isabelle Lee, brown, white, grey and cinnamon variegated plush, with swing label, 17"/43cm; Good Plus to Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

21. Charlie Bears NippyNoo arctic hare, CB 621393, 2012, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, LE 4000, white plush, with 
swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £50 

22. Charlie Bears Dandylion rabbit, CB647002O, designed by Heather Lyell, Secret Collection, yellow with white mottle and 
black tip plush, with swing label, 18"/46cm; Charlie Bears Magnolia rabbit, CB647012O, designed by Heather Lyell, cream and 
white with black tipped plush, with swing label, 12"/30cm; Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

23. Charlie Bears Hawthorn rabbit, CB124980, 2012, LE 900, designed by Isabelle Lee, white and brown plush, with swing 
label, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £50 

24. Charlie Bears Briar Rose rabbit, CB647010O, designed by Heather Lyell, pink with black tip plush, with swing label, 
18"/46cm; Charlie Bears Abir rabbit, CB171799, designed by Heather Lyell, white / grey / shades of brown plush, with swing 
label, Excellent Plus to  
Near Mint, 11.5"/29cm; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

25. Charlie Bears pair from The Forest Friends Collection, 2014, designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 3000: (1) Quill-i-am hedgehog, 
CB 641504, brown and cream plush with long pile "spikey" back, 12"/30cm; (2) Charlie Bears Brigadier Four Paws deer, CB 
641505, brown and white plush, 16"/41cm; with swing label certificates, Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

26. Charlie Bears Jack, one of the first 12 Bears, 2006-2008, CB 06020, LE 1600, designed by Heather Lyell and Charlie, black 
plush with tilt growler, with tag (slightly faded), Excellent to Excellent Plus, 16"/40cm. 

 £60 - £80 

27. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Pooch terrier dog, CB 647009O, designed by Heather Lyell, brown and black long pile plush, 
13"/33cm; (2) Charlie Bears Alley cat, CB 141490, QVC exclusive, designed by Isabelle Lee, black and white long pile plush, 
with swing label, 16"/40cm; Excellent to Excellent Plus, with swing labels, (2). 

 £30 - £50 
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28. Charlie Bears Thumper rabbit, CB 114786A, 2011 - 2012, LE 2700, designed by Isabelle Lee, beige and cream plush, with 
swing labels (faded), 11"/28cm; Charlie Bears Hawthorn rabbit, CB124980, 2012, LE 900, designed by Isabelle Lee, white and 
brown plush, with swing label, 12"/30cm; Excellent to Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

29. Charlie Bears Goldust teddy bear, CB 104715, 2010-2013, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, beige with gold 
tip long pile plush, with swing labels, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 13"/33cm. 

 £40 - £50 

30. Charlie Bears Manfred panda bear, CB 193986B, LE 3500, 2009 - 2012, (named after Manfred Vickers, from the 1960s 
pop group Manfred Mann), designed by Isabelle Lee, cream and black tipped in auburn orange plush, with swing labels (faded), 
otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 18.5"/47cm. 

 £40 - £50 

31. Charlie Bears Cavey guinea pig, CB 141483, 2014-2015, LE 2800, designed by Isabelle Lee, white, brown and beige 
plush, with swing label, 13"/33cm; Charlie Bears Cheeky monkey, CB 194578, 2009 - 2012, LE 2200, the first monkey to be 
designed for the collection, by Isabelle Lee, brown and beige plush, swing labels (faded), 16"/41cm; Excellent Plus to Near 
Mint; (2) 

 £40 - £60 

32. Charlie Bears Grandma QVC exclusive teddy bear, CB 131405, 2013-2014, LE 2000, designed by Isabelle Lee, off white 
plush, swing labels, slight corrosion to spectacles, Good Plus to Excellent, 16.5"/42cm. 

 £40 - £50 

33. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Clara teddy bear, CB193747B, 2009-2013, LE 3000, designed by Heather Lyell and Charlie, beige 
with white tip plush, magnets in her paws and mouth, so she can clasp her hands together, cover her mouth or hold hands with 
other magnet bears, with swing labels, 14"/35.5cm; (2) Acre bunny rabbit, CB 150004O, 2015, LE 2350, designed by Heather 
Lyell and Charlie, white with cinnamon and dark brown tip, with swing labels, 16"/41cm; Excellent to Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

34. Charlie Bears, pair of plush rabbits: (1) Cotton Sox rabbit, CB114762, LE 3000, 2011 - 2012, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
cream and cinnamon with cream and golden tip plush, swing label (faded), 10"/25cm; (2) Bramble, CB 083838, 2008, LE 600, 
designed by Isabelle Lee, brown and cream plush, swing label (faded), 9"/23cm; Excellent to Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

35. Charlie Bears pair, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Caitlin rabbit, CB 114749, 2011-2012, LE 2700, grey and cream plush, 
12"/30cm; (2) Penny rabbit, CB 124995, 2012-2014, LE 2400, black / white / brown plush, 11.5"/29cm; with swing labels 
(faded); Excellent to Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

36. Charlie Bears pair: (1) Glamour Puss Siamese cat, CB 165113, designed by Alison Mills, cream, brown and beige plush, 
10.25"/26cm; (2) Dray squirrel, CB 165119, designed by Alison Mills, grey and grey with brown tip plush, 10"/25.5cm; Excellent 
to Excellent Plus, with swing labels; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

37. Charlie Bears Cranberry teddy bear, CB604775, 2010, LE 900, QVC Exclusive, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark red plush, 
with swing label, 12"/30cm; Charlie Bears Seren Plumo teddy bear 2010 ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part 
plush- the detail on her face and ears is mohair), CB 104667, LE 3000, violet mohair and violet with purple plush tip, with swing 
label certificate, 11"/28cm; Excellent to Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £40 - £60 
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38. Charlie Bears Katie teddy bear, CB 083804, 2008-2010, LE 1900, QVC exclusive, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey with 
darker grey tip plush, with swing label (faded), 10.5"/27cm; Charlie Bears Molly cuddle bear cub, CB 110310 B, LE 6000, 
2011-2014, designed by Heather Lyell, 2011, white with black tip plush, wobble jointed, with swing labels (faded), 12"/30cm; 
Excellent to Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

39. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears: (1) Kit, 2009, CB 094084, LE 1608, designed by Isabelle Lee, brown and brown with 
cream tip plush, 12"/30cm; (2) Ragsy, CB 604748C, QVC 2011 exclusive, LE 3500, designed by Isabelle Lee, multicoloured 
pink, purple, mauve and white plush, 12"/30cm; both with swing labels (faded); Excellent to Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

40. Charlie Bears Daniel, CB 35910, 2006-2008, LE 785, brown plush, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, Good Plus to 
Excellent, with tags (faded), 16"/41cm. 

 £40 - £50 

41. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears: (1) Zoe, QVC Exclusive, CB 093930, 2009-2010, LE 3000, light brown with frosted tip 
plush, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, 12"/30cm; (2) Special Edition Charlie Brook teddy bear, for QVC, CB 173718, LE 
2400, 2008-2009, blonde curly plush, 13"/33cm; Excellent to Excellent Plus, both with swing labels (faded); (2). 

 £30 - £40 

42. Charlie Bears Marmalade teddy bear, QVC exclusive, CB 0104642, 2010-2012, LE 1200, variegated shades of brown, 
cream and cinnamon plush, Excellent to Excellent Plus, with swing labels (faded), 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £50 

43. Charlie Bears Marzipan teddy bear, QVC exclusive, CB 631452, designed by Isabelle Lee, golden, beige and cream 
variegated plush, with swing labels, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 16"/41cm. 

 £40 - £50 

44. Charlie Bears Maximilian, CB 06120, 2006-2007, LE 1200, light and dark brown mink plush, one of the first 12 Bears 2006, 
designed by Heather Lyell, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 14"/35.5cm. 

 £40 - £50 

45. Charlie Bears Buddy teddy bear, CB 614867, LE 3000, 2011-2012, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark brown with cream tip 
plush, with swing label certificate, 13.5"/34cm; Charlie Bears Wolfgang, CB104740, 2010-2013, LE 1201, designed by Christine 
Pike, beige and light brown plush, 13"/33cm; with swing labels, Excellent to Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

46. Charlie Bears Brussel teddy bear, CB 631486, 2013 - 2014, LE 1000, designed by Isabelle Lee, QVC Exclusive, green, 
brown and pale green plush, with swing labels, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £50 

47. Charlie Bears Mandy teddy bear, CB 614837A, 2011-2014, LE 3800, designed by Isabelle Lee, pink and white long pile 
plush, with swing labels, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 12"/30cm; Charlie Bears Tara, CB121004A, 2012-2015, LE 1200, 
designed by Heather Lyell, black and purple variegated plush, with swing labels (creased), 14"/36cm; Good Plus to Excellent; 
(2). 

 £40 - £50 
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48. Charlie Bears Helen Plumo teddy bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part alpaca and part plush- the detail on her face and 
ears is alpaca), CB 131385, LE 3000, 2013-2015, designed by Isabelle Lee, leopard plush, with swing labels (slightly creased), 
14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

49. Charlie Bears Star QVC exclusive teddy bear, CB 604769, designed by Isabelle Lee, Christmas 2010 (only 900 were 
made), grey plush with tinsel accents, with swing labels (faded), Excellent to Excellent Plus, 16"/41cm. 

 £40 - £50 

50. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears: (1) Spruce, CB 621344, designed by Isabelle Lee, green and brown plush, complete with 
swing label (slight fading), 14"/36cm; (2) Charlie Bears Callum, 2007, CB 176507, LE 1500, designed by Heather Lyell, with 
swing labels (faded), grey plush, 12.5"/32cm; Good to Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

51. Charlie Bears Elizabeth panda bear, CB 171752A, 2017, designed by Isabelle Lee, pale blue/grey and beige with 
grey/black tipped plush, with swing label, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £60 

52. Charlie Bears Whisp teddy bear, CB 151660, 2015, LE 1200, designed by Isabelle Lee, pale and darker violet frosted tip 
plush, with swing label, Excellent, 16"/41cm; Charlie Bears Nancy panda bear, CB 614837B, 2011-2012, LE 2800, QVC 
exclusive, designed by Isabelle Lee, pale blue and white long pile plush, with swing labels, Good (WOULD BENEFIT FROM 
CLEANING), 12"/30cm; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

53. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears: (1) Who Mee?, CB630023, 2014, LE 1500, designed by Heather Lyell, brown plush with 
pale grey tip, 15"/38cm; (2) Emma, CB 183952, 2008-2012, LE 4000, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, grey mink plush, 
11"/28cm.; with swing labels, (WOULD BENEFIT FROM CLEANING), Good to Good Plus; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

54. Charlie Bears Bronte panda bear, first ever QVC exclusive from the 2007 catalogue (the final member of the mini panda 
family with Bamboo and Boo Boo), CB 073608A, LE 1000, grey and white plush, with swing labels (faded), Excellent, 
9.5"/24cm. 

 £30 - £40 

55. Charlie Bears Bailey teddy bear, CB 173747, LE 1350, 2007-2008, designed by Heather Lyell and Charlie, grey long pile 
plush, with magnets in his paws and forehead, swing labels (faded), 14"/35.5cm; Charlie Bears Louise teddy bear, CB 194520, 
2009-2011, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, beige and cinnamon plush, with swing labels, 14"/36cm; Good to 
Excellent; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

56. Charlie Bears 2009 Year Bear, Hug No 1, CB 091111, 2009, designed by Isabelle Lee, light brown plush, with swing label 
certificate (creased), Excellent, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £50 

57. Charlie Bears Rodley panda bear, CB 104717B, 2010-2013, LE 1864, designed by Isabelle Lee, green and cream plush, 
with swing labels (faded), 13"/33cm; Becky teddy bear, CB 104716A, 2010-2013, LE 2014, brown and pale grey plush, with 
swing labels (faded), 12.5"/32cm; Good Plus to Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £40 - £60 
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58. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Betty teddy bear, CB 104711, 2010-2012, LE 2700, 
designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, cream and apricot plush with dark brown tip, 13"/33cm; (2) Jasmine panda bear, CB 
094062, 2009-2011, LE 1200, beige and brown with cinnamon tip plush, 14"/36cm; with swing labels (faded), Excellent to 
Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

59. Charlie Bears Tristan teddy bear, CB 0104636, QVC 2010 exclusive, LE 1400, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, 
brown with dark brown tip plush, with swing labels (faded), Excellent to Excellent Plus, 16"/41cm. 

 £30 - £50 

60. Charlie Bears Freya teddy bear, CB 183703, 2008-2010, LE 2700, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, cream with grey 
tip plush, 12"/30cm; Charlie Bears Jed panda bear, CB 183971A, 2008, LE 2700, designed by Isabelle Lee, white and brown 
with white tip plush, with swing labels (faded); 13"/33cm; Excellent to Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £30 - £50 

61. Charlie Bears Arthur teddy bear, CB120004 B, 2012-2014, LE 4000, designed by Heather Lyell and Charlie, 
grey/golden/brown variegated plush, with swing labels, 14"/36cm; Charlie Bears Romeo teddy bear, CB 083777, LE 978, 
2008-2009, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, brown with cream and light brown plush tipping, with swing label (faded), 
15"/38cm; Excellent to Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

62. Charlie Bears Tink teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, CB 625147A, 2012 - 2015, LE 3000, cinnamon plush, with swing 
labels (faded), 15"/38cm; Charlie Bears Alanna panda bear, CB 094318, 2009-2012, LE 3000, white and brown / white plush, 
with swing labels, 12.5"/32cm; Excellent to Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

63. Charlie Bears Dilly panda bear, CB 124946, 2012 - 2015, LE 3300, designed by Isabelle Lee, beige and light blue plush, 
with swing labels (faded), 15"/38cm; Socks Tree Green Christmas Stocking, CB 151605, LE 3000, 2015, small 5.5"/14cm beige 
plush teddy bear, with swing label - STOCKING IS MISSING; Excellent to Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

64. Charlie Bears Pod Isabelle Collection Minimo pixie teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, 2017, LE 657/1200, blonde 
mohair, swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 6.5"/16cm. 

 £50 - £60 

65. Charlie Bears Cherry Isabelle Minimo Cocktail Collection teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 59/2000, red mohair, 
with swing label certificate, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 6"/15cm. 

 £35 - £45 

66. Charlie Bears Isabelle Minimo Collection Cora Cat, MM 614792, designed by Isabelle Lee, 2011-2013, LE 452/2000, white 
mohair, with swing label certificate, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 7.5"/19cm. 

 £35 - £45 

67. Charlie Bears Isabelle Minimo Collection Scampeteer squirrel from The Forest Friends set, designed by Isabelle Lee, MM 
645317, 2015, LE 880/2000, brown, mid brown and cream mohair and alpaca, with swing label certificate, Excellent to Excellent 
Plus, 7"/18cm. 

 £35 - £45 

68. Charlie Bears Isabelle Minimo Collection Pitter Patter racoon, designed by Isabelle Lee, 2015, MM 645310, LE 938/2000, 
brown and cream alpaca and mohair, with swing label certificate, Excellent to Excellent Plus, 6.5"/16.5cm. 

 £35 - £45 
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69. Collection of plush teddy bears and animals: Steiff Charly penguin, yellow tag 057083; Steiff Original teddy bear, yellow tag 
111310; Steiff Finn guinea pig, yellow tag 270130; Steiff Original Knuffi teddy bear, yellow tag 018329; Steiff Mizzy cat, yellow 
tag 099403; Charlie Bears Baby Boutique Gaston giraffe, CBPC13G1R; Great British Teddy Bear Beefeater Bear; Good to 
Excellent; (7). 

 £30 - £40 

70. Falkor the Dragon from Neverending Story, artist designed, handmade, white plush, with signed Alan Oppenheimer (voice 
of Falkor) 10" x 8" photograph, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 45"/114cm. 

 £50 - £70 

71. Wendy Woo Creations Berri-yan dragon, one in a series of fantasy creatures, artist designed by Wendy Edmiston, mauve 
with frosted tip / variegated purple / brown / black / grey plush, pink and black plastic sparkle eyes, pink stitched nose, felt 
dorsal spikes, fully jointed with swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 32"/81cm long. NB: Berri-yan lives amongst 
the berry groves in Scotland. He has become the same colour as the berries he loves to eat. 

 £30 - £50 

72. Charlie Bears Keeper teddy bear, CB159019S, 2015, LE 1000, designed by Heather Lyell and Charlie, saffron yellow 
plush, with tags, Near Mint to Mint, 21"/53cm. 

 £40 - £50 

73. Charlie Bears Rainbow teddy bear, CB159047S, 2015-2016, LE 2400, designed by Heather Lyell, brown, magenta, light 
brown, blue, violet and pink variegated plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £40 - £50 

74. Steiff Uberdax 1904 replica elongated dachshund, white tag 400353, black glass eyes, black and pale yellow cotton velvet, 
with certificate, Near Mint to Mint, Fair Plus to Good (faded) box, 23 3/4"/60cm long. NB: This overlong dachshund is the 
second article in this unusual series. The first replica was modelled on an "Überdax" that Richard Steiff designed in honour of 
his own dachshund. This is because, when Richard Steiff was late coming home from work, his little dog used to catch a train 
by himself and get off at the piece of woodland where he used to go hunting with his master - as if it was the most natural thing 
in the world - much to the amazement of the people in Giengen. 

 £40 - £60 

75. Steiff and TY collection of plush teddy bears and animals: Steiff Minka marmalade kitten, yellow tag 074578; Steiff Dormili 
rabbit, yellow tag 077708; Steiff Petsy teddy bear, yellow tag 012419; Dalle guinea pig, yellow tag 071812; Original guinea pig, 
yellow tag 053702; Jungkatze kitten, yellow tag 074813; hedgehog, yellow tag 070730; TY Smokey, grey Persian cat; TY 
Stretch, ginger cat; Good to Excellent, some with swing labels; (9). 

 £30 - £50 

76. Steiff three Classic teddy bears: Classic Mr Cinnamon 1903 replica teddy bear, yellow tag 000172, cinnamon mohair, press 
squeaker, chest tag and swing labels, 8.5"/22cm; Classic 1920 replica teddy bear, yellow tag 000737, brass mohair, tilt growler, 
with chest tag and swing labels, 13 3/4"/35cm; Classic 1920 replica teddy bear, yellow tag 000829, brown mohair, chest tag, 
swing labels, 10"/25cm; Good to Excellent; (3). 

 £50 - £60 

77. Charlie Bears Mabel teddy bear, CB 151536, 2015, LE 4150, designed by Isabelle Lee, shades of brown, cinnamon and 
cream plush, with swing label, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 15.5"/40cm. 

 £40 - £50 

78. Abigail Bears Lionbear teddy bear, artist designed by Abigail Goddard, luxurious long beige mohair, with long tail, swing 
label certificate, Excellent, 21"/53cm. 

 £30 - £50 
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79. Bagpuss and Looney Tunes three plush figures: Whitehouse Bagpuss large plush figure, 18"/46cm; Boots Looney Tunes 
Sylvester and Tweety Pie, 13 1/2"/34cm and 9 1/2"/24cm; Good; (3). 

 £5 - £15 

80. Charlie Bears x three: Charlie Bears Briar Rose rabbit, CB647010O, designed by Heather Lyell, pink with black tip plush, 
with swing label, 18"/46cm; My First Charlie Bear, lilac plush, swing labels (creased), 10.5"/27cm; Bearhouse Bears Flint 
monkey, brown plush, cloth tag has been cut away, swing label (creased and surface damage), 18"/46cm; Good to Excellent; 
with a carry bag; (3). 

 £30 - £40 

81. Steiff Wizard of Oz Tin Man teddy bear, white tag 682940, LE 1939, UK, Ireland and North American Exclusive, grey wool 
felt, he has a funnel for a hat plus rivet buttons, heart shaped pendant watch, Near Mint to Mint, with swing label, certificate, 
Excellent to Excellent Plus box, trade carton, ex-Broughty Bears stock, 12"/30cm. 

 £100 - £140 

82. Collection of German teddy bear trade catalogues and a few magazines: Grisly Spielwaren 2001; Steiner 2003; 
Hermann-Spielwaren 1999, 2000 x 3, 2001, 2002, 2003 x 2, 2994, 2006, 2007, plus some Nurnberg toyfair leaflets, etc; Teddy 
Bear Scene #82 and #95; Teddy Bear Times #86; Teddy Bear Club International Vol 5 #7 and Vol 8 #8; Good to Excellent; 
ex-Broughty Bears stock; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 

83. Steiff Millennium teddy bear (year 2000), white tag 670374, limited to production in 1999, golden wavy mohair, with 
certificate, left paw pad HAS LARGE HOLE (needs repair), otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint, within Good to Good Plus 
box, 17"/43cm. 

 £20 - £30 

84. Pair of German artist designed teddy bears: (1) Teddy Bear Orphanage Arthur by Christine Steinbrenner, LE 1/10, 
Daumeling (thumb sucking bear), with swing label certificate, brown sparse thread mohair, 10.5"/27cm; (2) Hermann Teddy 
miniature, golden artificial silk, 3.5"/9cm; MOTH DAMAGE, both need cleaning, Good; (2). 

 £15 - £25 

85. Vintage annuals and books, includes: Beano; Dandy; The War Picture Library; Battle; Hotspur; Valiant; Warlord; Lion; 
Tornado; Gunsmoke; Roy Rogers; Wild West Comic; Tarzan; Tales of Wells Fargo; Jolly Days; Seaside Pranks; etc; Fair to 
Good Plus; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

86. Zwergnase Hedwig vinyl artist doll by Nicole Marschollek-Menzner, LE 250, 1999, hair has been cut, missing swing label 
and toy dog, otherwise Good Plus, signed by the artist on the body; 21"/53cm. 

 £40 - £60 

87. Bo Bear Designs Stanley, artist designed by Stacey Lee Terry, LE 100, dark blonde mohair, black boot button eyes, suede 
pads, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £40 - £50 

88. Steiff Classic blonde / beige mohair reproduction teddy bear, white tag 038945, LE 2004, chest tag, MISSING certificate, 
11"/28cm; Higgy's Bears Lizzie teddy bear, artist designed by Emelia Pollard, beige sparse mohair, fully jointed, with swing 
label certificate, 6"/15cm, Excellent to Near Mint; (2). 

 £50 - £60 
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89. Steiff three teddy bears: Steiff Teddy Bear with Book "125 Years of Steiff" by Gunther Pfeiffer, yellow tag 038860, complete 
with cinnamon replica teddy bear, limited to 1080 pieces, 2005, with certificate, MISSING box, 10"/25cm; Historic Miniatures 
teddy replica 1960, yellow tag 029943 (yellow tag has been cut away), caramel, with chest tag and swing label, 7"/18cm; Steiff 
1908 red replica teddy bear, yellow tag has been cut away, 5"/13cm; Classic 1927 Petsy replica bear, yellow tag 006432 (has 
been cut away), with chest tag and swing labels, 6 3/4"/22cm; Good Plus to Excellent Plus; (4). 

 £40 - £60 

90. Collection of modern plush teddy bears: North American Bear Company Muffy Vanderbear, dressed in Apple Antics outfit, 
plus extra Good Night outfit, swing labels detached but present, 8"/20cm; Disney store Vintage Bedtime Pooh Beanie; TY 
Beanies- Glacier, Peace, Teddy and Sequoia bears; Russ 100th Anniversary; Russ Baby Gregory; Disney World Beanie Winnie 
the Pooh x four; TY Punkies Dominoes and Shockers; Good to Excellent Plus; (qty). 

 £15 - £25 

91. Steiff Benjamin Bunny Beatrix Potter character, white tag 355226, LE 2000, 2018, brown / crème mohair, with swing labels, 
MISSING certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, within Excellent original box, 10.25"/26cm. 

 £40 - £50 

92. Steiff 1906 classic replica beige mohair teddy bear, yellow tag 000256, 1993-1999, tilt growler, with labels, yellow tag has 
been cut away, otherwise Excellent, 20"/51cm. 

 £40 - £50 

93. Steiff eighteen miniature teddy bears, includes: Steiff Club bears 2001-2005 and 2008-2014; plus Mini Bears x six (these 
have yellow tags cut away); with quantity of swing labels; Good to Excellent Plus; (18). 

 £80 - £120 

94. Collection of five miniature teddy bears: Dean's Rag Book Centenary Black Bear, LE 1000, with certificate, plus pair of Mini 
Bears- Treacle and Honey (cloth tags have been cut away), with swing label certificates; Clemens Lina pink mohair bear, with 
swing label; Worlds of Miniature Bears Tippy and Byron (Byron is missing swing label); Excellent; average height 6"/15cm; (6). 

 £30 - £50 

95. Merrythought and Steiff teddy bears x five: Merrythought Baby Alfonzo Cheeky bear, LE 35/200, with swing label certificate, 
6"/15cm; Merrythought Cheeky Little Baby  
Panda, LE 5/50, with swing label certificate, 7"/18cm; Merrythought Antique Panda, with swing label, 10"/25cm; Merrythought 
Binky Bunny, with swing label, 9"/23cm; Steiff Alpaca Polar Ted, yellow cloth label has been cut away, MISSING swing labels, 
11"/28cm; Good Plus to Near Mint; (5). 

 £30 - £40 

96. Frank Webster Originals Jacob teddy bear, artist designed by Frank Webster (UK), blonde with brown tip sparse wavy 
mohair, brown and black glass eyes, brown stitched nose, cream felt pads, swing certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 14"/36cm. 

 £40 - £60 

97. Bell Bears Chartwell teddy bear, artist designed by Doreen M Swift, OOAK, dark blonde curly mohair, black glass eyes, 
brown vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, felt pads, brown claw stitching, Near Mint to Mint, with swing label certificate, 
26"/66cm. 

 £60 - £80 
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98. Artist designed teddy bears x four, including some miniatures: Little Teds panda bear, artist designed by Suzanne Carss, 
grey and white mohair, 7.5"/19cm; Grange Hollow Mocha panda bear, artist designed by Ellen Wright, 7"/18cm; Westie Bears 
Thom teddy bear, OOAK, artist designed by Andy West, 2007, on all fours, light brown mohair, with swing label and certificate, 
42/10cm long; Deb Canham Artist Designs Pipaluk polar bear, from the Deb's Little Gems collection, LE 57/300, white 
upholstery velvet, on all fours, with certificate, 2 1/2"/6 1/2 cm long; Excellent to Near Mint; (4). 

 £40 - £60 

99. Bears by Sue Quinn Bernard teddy bear, artist designed by Sue Quinn, OOAK, 2010, golden wavy mohair with a black 
fleck, black glass eyes, black vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, suedette pads, black claw stitching, with swing label 
certificate, 14"/36cm. 

 £30 - £40 

100. Hedgehog Corner hedgehog, artist designed by Sue Quinn, black glass eyes, black vertically stitched nose, felt ears, 
beige sparse mohair with brown backing and dark brown mohair with spikey blonde tip, fully jointed, felt pads, black claw 
stitching, wearing pink corduroy dress and hand knitted cardigan, with swing label certificate, 11"/28cm. 

 £40 - £50 

101. Hedgehog Corner Oliver hedgehog, artist designed by Sue Quinn, 2010, black glass eyes, black vertically stitched 
nose, felt ears, beige sparse mohair with brown backing and dark brown mohair with spikey blonde tip, fully jointed, felt pads, 
black claw stitching, woollen waistcoat and corduroy trousers (also has extra hand knitted sleeveless jersey), with swing label 
certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 9"/23cm. 

 £30 - £40 

102. Hedgehog Corner pair of hedgehogs, artist designed by Sue Quinn, both in dark brown and beige spikey mohair, 5 
1/2"/14cm and 4.5"/11.5cm; smaller one has swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

103. Memory Lain (USA) Nicholas II and Alexandra pair of Russian royalty teddy bears, artist designed by Sue Lain, 2008, 
with matching limit numbers #12 of 12: (1) Nicholas, blonde mohair with dark brown backing, black glass eyes, brown 
horizontally stitched nose, fully jointed, felt pads,  brown claw stitching, wearing brown and red military style jacket and 
trousers, with swing label certificate, 16"/41cm; (2) Alexandra, blonde mohair, black glass eyes, brown horizontally stitched 
nose, fully jointed, felt pads, brown claw stitching, wearing golden silk dress with lace bodice, 13 1/2"/34cm; both are aged to 
resemble old bears, Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (2). 

 £200 - £240 

104. Steiff Bella teddy bear, exclusive to The UK and Ireland, 2009, white tag 663376, LE 2000, white mohair, with leather 
neck medallion, MISSING certificate and box, otherwise Near Mint to Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £50 

105. Chiltern Hugmee vintage golden mohair (with black guard hair) teddy bear, British, 1950s, amber and black glass eyes, 
black plastic dog nose, fully jointed, velveteen pads with card lined feet (some splits and wear to fabric), black claw stitching, 
stuffing shifted in tops of arms, mohair thinning to forehead, otherwise Excellent, 26"/66cm. 

 £200 - £300 

106. Max Handwerck bisque doll, German, circa 1900, impressed Max Handwerck 3 1/2, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, 
brunette wig and pate, composition and wood ball jointed body, wearing pink sateen dress embellished with lace, pink crepe 
bonnet- edged with crochet and lace, cream silk cape edged with swan's down, cotton and lace undergarments, leather shoes, 
26"/66cm. 

 £140 - £160 
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107. French antique solid-dome shoulder head bisque fashion doll, late 1800s, head turned to the right, impressed 6, fixed 
brown eyes, closed mouth, auburn wig, kid leather body, with V-shaped torso, gusset jointing at back hips, knees and elbows, 
bisque lower arms, cotton feet, some restitching / repair to seams, wearing modern dress and bonnet, cotton pantaloons and 
antique leatherette shoes (soles stamped 1), 14"/36cm. 

 £170 - £190 

108. Antique German bisque dolls, pair: (1) impressed C 2/0 x, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, brunette wig and pate, 
composition and wood jointed body, wearing original blue muslin and lace dress and bonnet, undergarments, leatherette shoes, 
15"/38cm; (2) impressed 8/0, fixed brown eyes, open mouth, blonde wig, five piece composition body, wearing cotton dress with 
lace trim, leatherette shoes, 13"/33cm; (2). 

 £50 - £80 

109. Collection of antique bisque and wax dolls: (1) Erste Steinbacher Porzellanfabrik, German, impressed 23 3 1/2, 
weighted blue eyes, open mouth, composition and wood jointed body, wearing 14"/36cm; (2) Kammer and Reinhardt character 
baby, German, c1909, impressed 36 K * R 100, five piece curved limb composition body, head extensively cracked and 
repaired, body needs restringing, 14"/36cm; (3) Turtle Mark celluloid doll, head is upon disparate composition five piece body, 
132/33cm; (4) wax doll, plus body parts- damaged and incomplete; (4). 

 £30 - £40 

110. Antique bisque doll, impressed 6/0, fixed brown eyes, open mouth, remains of blonde wig, five piece composition body, 
wearing original silk and cotton costume (shredded and faded), small chip to surface of left eye, 13"/33cm. 

 £50 - £70 

111. Jumeau antique bisque doll, French, impressed 5, fixed blue eyes, open mouth, pierced ears (blue earrings), 
composition and wood ball jointed body, hairline crack (possibly from time of manufacture), extends from wig rim towards top of 
right eyebrow, left ear piercing slightly chipped, wearing original dark brown leather shoes, stamped to leather sole Paris 
Depose and Bee symbol size 5, left shoe is missing bead fastener; 14"/36cm. 

 £240 - £360 

112. Charlie Bears Jude teddy bear, from the Charlie Bears Mohair Collection, CBM16050, designed by Heather Lyell and 
Charlie, 2006 / 2007, LE 32/200, golden sparse curly mohair, with stitches, patches and a missing eye as part of his design, 
swing label certificate, carry bag, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 15"/38cm. NB Jude was the fifth bear in the Charlie Bears Mohair 
Collection, which came about after pleas from collectors to create a Charlie Bear Mohair range. Eleven Bears were made in this 
range from 2006 to 2007. Alfie, Bartholomew, Dylan, Humphrey, Jude and Tyler in 2006; then Freddy, Harrison, James, Logan 
and Louis in 2007. 

 £200 - £300 

113. Hermann-Spielwaren pair of teddy bears: (1) Sonneberg Museum's bear, LE 29/250, blonde mohair, wearing conical 
felt clown's hat and ruff, pull-string growler, with swing label certificate, 13"/33cm; (2) Edelweiss bear, musical- plays 
"Edelweiss", LE 1000, white mohair, with swing label certificate, 15"/38cm; Excellent to Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

114. Hermann-Spielwaren pair of teddy bears: (1) Summer Sunshine Bear, LE 814/2000, yellow mohair, wearing straw hat, 
sunglasses and broderie anglaise collar, 13"/33cm; (2) Annual Christmas Bear 2007, production limited to the year 2007, 
golden mohair, wearing red fur trimmed cap, green velveteen collar, 14"/36cm; Excellent to Excellent Plus; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

115. Steiff Pair: (1) Alexandra teddy bear, QVC exclusive, in the style of Teddy Girl- made in 1905, blonde mohair, wearing 
9ct gold chain with single diamond pendant, LE, white tag 660412, within box, 9"/23cm; (2) 1951 Classic teddy bear replica, 
yellow tag 000881, golden mohair, with chest tag and swing label, 25cm; Excellent to Excellent Plus, box is Good; (2). 

 £40 - £50 
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116. Steiff Classic Catalogue teddy bear, white tag 037177, LE to the year 2007, first in the Billboard series, each bear is 
patterned differently, Near Mint to Mint, complete with certificate within Good box, 11.5"/30cm. 

 £40 - £50 

117. Steiff Jane teddy bear, white tag 034992, from The Paradise Jungle Collection, LE 1500, 2013, light beige alpaca, 
wearing brown snakeskin print dress, Near Mint to Mint, with swing label, certificate and Excellent box, 9.5"/24cm. 

 £40 - £50 

118. Steiff Isabel teddy bear, white tag 677717, LE 1500, 2004, exclusive to UK, Ireland and Asia, vanilla mohair, wearing a 
Liberty floral print cotton dress (Liberty label to sole of right foot), with swing label, certificate, Near Mint to Mint, within Excellent 
box, 10"/25cm. 

 £40 - £50 

119. Steiff four teddy bears and a Steiff Boutique porcelain brooch: (1) Margarete's Teddy Bear, rose 100th Anniversary 
teddy bear, white tag 038495, LE 39/3000, 2008, pink mohair, swing label certificate, 11"/28cm; (2) - (4) Club Miniature Bears 
2014, 2015 and 2016, with certificates, boxed; (5) Steiff Boutique porcelain teddy bear brooch, boxed; Excellent Plus to Near 
Mint, within Good to Excellent Plus packaging; (5). 

 £60 - £90 

120. Steiff six plush (and one alpaca) animals: (1) Dossy rabbit, yellow tag 086724, with chest tag and swing label, 
10"/25cm; (2) Rico meerkat, yellow tag 064425, with chest tag and swing label, 8"/20cm; (3) Piff mouse, yellow tag 056222, 
chest tag and swing label, 4"/10cm; (4) Lumpi golden retriever dog, yellow tag 281297, with swing label, 6 1/4"/16cm; (5) Charly 
penguin, yellow tag 057083, with chest tag and swing label, 8"/20cm; (6) Lari baby penguin, grey, black and white alpaca, 
yellow tag 045660, with swing label and chest tag, 3 1/2"/9cm; (7) Roe deer keyring, yellow tag 112256, with chest tag and 
swing label, 4"/10cm; Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (7). 

 £50 - £70 

121. Steiff collection of nine plush teddy bears: (1) Rupert Classics Rupert white, yellow tag 017018, with swing labels, 
11"/28cm; (2) Luca, yellow tag 022975, with chest tag and swing labels, 11"/28cm; (3) Petsy, yellow tag 012907, chest tag and 
swing label, 11"/28cm; (4) Little Evening Star from the Christmas Collection, yellow rag 671012, with swing label, 8"/20cm; (5) 
Flynn with suitcase, yellow tag 111471, with chest tag and swing label, 11"/28cm; (6) Clara with travel trunk, yellow tag 109966, 
with swing label, 9"/23cm; (7) Charly, yellow tag 012822, with chest tag and swing label, 6 1/4"/16cm; (8) Rosa keyring bear, 
yellow tag 112317, with swing label, 4 1/4"/11cm; (9) Knopf keyring teddy, yellow tag 014475, chest tag and swing label, 4 
1/4"/11cm; Excellent to Near Mint, packaging is Good to Excellent; (9). 

 £50 - £70 

122. Hermann Teddy Original x four, a Grisly and one Hermann-Spielwaren: (1) Hermann Teddy Original, LE 310/1000, 
golden mohair, with tinplate world globe, 12"/30cm; (2) Hermann-Spielwaren Hannibal the Music Bear, LE 88/200, European 
edition, plays Beethoven's Fur Elise, with swing label certificate, 13"/33cm; (3) Grisly white mohair miniature, 5"/13cm; (4) - (6) 
Teddy Herman boxed miniature bears; Excellent to Near Mint, boxes are Good Plus to Excellent; (6). 

 £50 - £60 

123. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Minimo Weeny teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, 2013, MM 645307D, LE 2000, 
pale blue, pale pink and light brown mohair, with swing label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 6"/15cm. 

 £30 - £40 

124. Charlie Bears Tito teddy bear, Isabelle Minimo collection, designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 2000, cream, orange and black 
mohair, Near Mint to Mint with swing label certificate (creased), carry bag, 8"/20cm. 

 £30 - £40 
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125. Charlie Bears Pancake panda bear, part of the Minimo "Pudding Collection", designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 2000, 
blonde and light brown mohair, Near Mint to Mint, with swing label certificate, carry bag, 7.5"/19cm. 

 £40 - £50 

126. Charlie Bears Tom teddy bear, CB 104739, 2010-2013, LE 1703, designed by Isabelle Lee, black plush, with swing 
labels (slight fading) and carry bag, Near Mint to Mint; 11.5"/29cm. 

 £30 - £40 

127. Charlie Bears Felix clown teddy bear, CB094070, 2009-2011, LE 900, designed by Marjan Jorritsma, blonde, violet and 
pale blue plush, complete with swing labels (slightly faded), carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £50 

128. Charlie Bears pair: Cobweb rabbit, CB124949, 2012-2015, LE 2400, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, beige, 
cream and brown plush, with swing labels (faded), 15"/38cm; Zoe teddy bear, QVC Exclusive, CB 093930, 2009-2010, LE 
3000, light brown with frosted tip plush, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, with swing labels (faded), 12"/30cm; each has 
carry bag; Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

129. Charlie Bears Parsnip QVC Exclusive teddy bear, CB 614987, 2011 - 2014, LE 1300, designed by Isabelle Lee, pale 
yellow with orange tip plush, with swing labels, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 10"/26cm. 

 £30 - £50 

130. Charlie Bears GumBoots Red Fox, CB 621392, designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 4000, cinnamon, dark brown and white 
plush, with swing label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £40 - £60 

131. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Cloth Ears, CB 161694, grey / light grey plush, 
12.5"/32cm; (2) Jooles, CB193804B, 2009-2013, LE 3000, brown with cream tip plush, 10"/25cm; with swing labels, carry bags, 
Near Mint to Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

132. Charlie Bears Samara teddy bear, CB 094328, 2010, LE 166/450, designed by Isabelle Lee, pale grey curly plush, with 
swing label certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, with carry bag, 11"/28cm. 

 £40 - £50 

133. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears designed by Heather Lyell: (1) Penny Chew, CB 140027, 2014-2015, LE 4000, 
maroon / black / white and grey plush, 11.5"/29cm; (2) Milly, CB622001A, 2012-2014, LE 3250, pink with dark brown tip plush, 
17"/43cm; with swing labels, carry bags; Near Mint to Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

134. Charlie Bears Rusty teddy bear, CB 0104582, QVC Special, 2010, LE 1500, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark red plush, 
with swing labels, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 16"/41cm. 

 £40 - £50 

135. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears: Puddifoot, CB 114797, LE 3000, 2011-2012, designed by Isabelle Lee, Tyber 
Belgian animal print plush, 13"/33cm; Surabhi, CB 125151, LE 4000, 2012, designed by Isabelle Lee, leopard print plush, 
14"/36cm; with swing labels, carry bags, Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £60 
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136. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears: Charlie 2011 Year Bear, Hug No 3, CB 114757, LE 3000, Plumo bear ("Plumo" 
means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on his face and ears is mohair), grey and beige plush and beige 
alpaca, with swing label certificate, 13.5"/34cm; Claus, CB 121338, LE 600, 2012-2014, designed by Isabelle Lee, maroon 
plush, with swing label (creased), 12"/30cm; both have carry bag, Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

137. Charlie Bears pair: Heidi panda bear, CB614839, 2011-2015, LE 3500, QVC 2011 exclusive, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
grey with dark blue tip plush, with swing labels (a little faded) 13"/33cm; Laura teddy bear, CB 104693, 2010-2013, LE 2606, 
designed by Isabelle Lee, white plush with violet tip, with tags (faded), 10"/26cm; with bags, Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

138. Charlie Bears pair: Forever teddy bear, CB150014O, designed by Heather Lyell, blonde plush, with swing label, 
15"/38cm; Dolce teddy bear, CB 114748A, 2011-2014, LE 2700, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, brown, golden, brown 
with frosted tip plush, with swing labels, 11"/28cm; both have carry bag, Near Mint to Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

139. Charlie Bears pair: Ivy teddy bear, CB614990, 2011-2014, LE 1600, 2011-2014, designed by Isabelle Lee, QVC 
exclusive, dark green plush, with swing labels, 12"/30cm; Ragsy teddy bear, CB 604748C, QVC 2011 exclusive, LE 3500, 
designed by Isabelle Lee, multicoloured pink, purple, mauve and white plush, with swing label (faded and has two tiny staple 
holes), 11"/28cm; both have carry bags, Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

140. Charlie Bears Bentley teddy bear, CB104632, 2010-2013, LE 1350, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, golden with 
black tip and cream with brown tip mink plush, with swing labels, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £30 - £50 

141. Charlie Bears pair: Soo Lee panda bear, CB 141496, designed by Isabelle Lee, beige and grey plush with frosted tip, 
with swing label, 12"/30cm; Ewan panda bear, CB 183959, 2008, LE 1800, designed by Isabelle Lee, grey and black plush, with 
swing labels (faded), plush is faded to top of head, 12"/30cm; both with carry bag, Good Plus to Near Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

142. Charlie Bears pair: Joy panda bear, CB 094081A, 2009-2011, LE 3000, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, dark 
brown and light brown mink plush, with swing labels, 11"/28cm; Gracie teddy bear, CB 094061, 2009-2013, LE 1756, designed 
by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, brown plush with frosted tip, with swing labels (faded), 14.5"/37cm; both have carry bag, Excellent 
Plus to Near Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

143. Charlie Bears pair: Nancy panda bear, CB 614837B, 2011-2012, LE 2800, QVC exclusive, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
pale blue and white long pile plush, with swing labels (faded), 12"/30cm; Molly cuddle bear cub, CB 110310 B, LE 6000, 
2011-2014, designed by Heather Lyell, 2011, white with black tip plush, wobble jointed, with swing labels (faded), 12"/30cm; 
each with carry bag, Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

144. Charlie Bears x three: Anniversary Thomas teddy bear, The Once Upon a Time 5th Anniversary Collection, LE to 6000, 
grey and golden variegated plush, with swing label, 15"/38cm; Noah teddy bear, designed by Christine Pike, CB 094101 (only 
715 were made), 2009-2013, blonde plush, with swing label (faded), 11"/28cm; Baby Boutique Collection Esmerelda elephant, 
CBPC13ELE, beige brushed fabric, with swing label, 12"/30cm; Excellent Plus to Near Mint, each with carry bag; (3). 

 £40 - £50 
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145. Charlie Bears four Bag Buddy plush bears and one keyring, includes: Lou, Boo, Alf, Mo mouse and Cheesecloth 
mouse, Alf is missing his hanger / clip, all with swing labels (some labels are faded), Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (5). 

 £20 - £30 

146. Charlie Bears Minimo miniature mohair keyrings x three, LE 1200, designed by Isabelle Lee: Ah Choo mouse; Welly 
bear; Dingle bear; each with swing label certificate (some are faded), carry bags; Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (3). 

 £40 - £50 

147. Collection of Dean's Rag Book limited edition teddy bears x five and three others: Dean's Rag Book Frederick; Dexter; 
Gloria; Rufus and indecipherable (lettering has faded); plus Flower Bearies Wallace artist designed teddy bear; World of 
Miniature Bears Angus-I've Got You Babe bear; plus another, unidentified; mainly with swing labels, Good Plus to Excellent 
Plus, largest 14"/36cm and smallest 5"/13cm; (8). 

 £40 - £50 

148. Collection of modern plush teddy bears, including Commonwealth Toys Bialosky Treasury Custard, Marcel. Elizabeth, 
Alexander Edward and Buster teddy bears; plus Rainbow Designs Paddington Bear, Russ, TY, Bukowski, Aurora, etc; Good 
Plus to Excellent Plus; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

149. Collection of TY Beanie Babies and Buddies: Clubby IV (in case); Clubby IV x 2; Clubby (dark blue); Clubby 5th 
Anniversary (pink); Clubby II (in membership bag); Cashew; Queen’s Golden Jubilee x 4; MC II (Mastercard); Erin; America 
(Red with white and blue ears); America (Blue); America (white with stars and stripes ears); USA; Freiherr von Schwarz; 
Scotland x 2; 1997 Teddy; Valentina; Addison; 1998 Holiday Teddy; Frankenteddy; Ferny; Germania x 2. Beanie Buddies: 
Smooch; Ariel; Britannia; Buckingham; Unity and Clubby. All with tags and protectors (some are in acrylic boxes); Excellent 
Plus to Mint; (34). 

 £40 - £50 

150. Collection of TY Beanie Babies: Mugungwha; Baby Girl; Baby Boy; Liberty (red face with stars and stripes body); 
Liberty (blue face with red and white striped body); Liberty (white face with red and white striped body); America (white with 
stars and stripes ears); Teddy (light brown mohair-look); Teddy (dark brown smooth); Tradee; Mum; Sherbet (pink); Sherbet 
(mint green); Sherbet (yellow); The Beginning; The End; Dearest; Clubby III; Valentino; Chinook; Libearty; Libearty (sealed in 
box with certificate of authenticity); Smooch; Glory; Kissme; All with tags and protectors (one is in an acrylic box). Excellent Plus 
to Mint; (25). 

 £40 - £50 

151. Collection of TY Beanie Babies: Sakura (sealed in box with certificate of authenticity); Sakura II; Spangle; England; 
Mrs; Mr; Maple; Buckingham; Sunny; Millennium; Britannia x 2; Britannia (Rare with sewn-on patch. Sealed in box with 
certificate of authenticity); Wales (in box); Thank You Bear (sealed in box with certificate of authenticity and card from Ty); 
Sparky with Dotty tush tag (sealed in box with certificate of authenticity); Dizzy (sealed in box with certificate of authenticity); 
Tank (sealed in box with certificate of authenticity); Lefty (sealed in box with certificate of authenticity); Bessie (sealed in box 
with certificate of authenticity); Righty (sealed in box with certificate of authenticity); Tusk (sealed in box with certificate of 
authenticity. Says ‘Tuck’ on swing tag); Sly (sealed in box with certificate of authenticity); Runner with bad poem (sealed in box 
with certificate of authenticity); Peanut (sealed in box with certificate of authenticity - box damaged); Patti (sealed in box with 
certificate of authenticity); Blackie; Jazz-n-Space Peace, with certificate; collection of tag protectors. Excellent Plus to Mint; 
(qty). 

 £30 - £40 

152. Kaycee Bears dragon, artist design by Kelsey Cunningham, LE, white plush with pink tip, recumbent, Excellent to 
Excellent Plus, MISSING swing label certificate, 22"/56cm long. 

 £40 - £60 
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153. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Toastie teddy bear, SJ 5906, LE 17/350, 2019, designed by Isabelle Lee, from The 
Mad Hatter Series, pink and winter white curly mohair, flat feet so she can stand unaided, wearing scarf and a large woolly hat, 
with swing label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 17.5"/45cm. 

 £300 - £400 

154. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Limelight teddy bear, SJ 6022, LE 179/250, 2020, designed by Isabelle Lee, Limelight 
takes his name from the 1952 comedy/drama film directed by and starring Charlie Chaplin, pale pink mohair and alpaca, 
wearing ruff around neck and matching jester's hat woolly, with swing label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 15.5"/39cm. 

 £120 - £140 

155. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Tom Foolery teddy bear, SJ 6059, LE 22/300, 2020, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
cinnamon wavy mohair, with flat feet so he can stand unaided, wearing ruff around neck and matching jester's hat, with swing 
label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £120 - £140 

156. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Night Cap teddy bear, SJ 6140, LE 26/400, 2020, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
cinnamon and beige mohair and alpaca, wearing large cotton cap, with swing label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 
16"/41cm. 

 £140 - £160 

157. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Plum Crumble panda bear, SJ 6155B, LE 10/200, 2021, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
pale lime and plum curly mohair, with swing label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £140 - £160 

158. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Fairywishes teddy bear, 2016, SJ 5456, designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 497/500, pink 
with red tip and cream mohair, Near Mint to Mint, with swing label certificate, carry bag, 14"/36cm. 

 £80 - £120 

159. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Chuddy teddy bear, 2017, SJ 5580A, LE 234/350, designed by Isabelle Lee, blonde 
with golden tip curly mid pile and golden short pile mohair, with swing label certificate, canvas bag, Near Mint to Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £70 - £90 

160. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Zumba panda bear, 2016, SJ 5421, LE 253/350, designed by Isabelle Lee, pale 
green with darker green tip and blonde wavy mohair, with swing label certificate, canvas bag, Near Mint to Mint, 20"/51cm. 

 £100 - £140 

161. Charlie Bears Charlie 2021 Mohair Year Bear, CBM216128A, LE 114/500, cream alpaca and mohair, complete with 
swing label certificate and carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £130 - £150 

162. Charlie Bears Blyton Isabelle Collection panda bear, 2012, SJ 5029, LE 190/400, designed by Isabelle Lee, golden and 
grey wavy mohair, Near Mint to Mint, with swing label certificate (slightly bent to bottom right), with carry bag, 19"/48cm. 

 £100 - £140 

163. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Atlantic teddy bear, SJ5038, designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 241/400, 2012, dark blue 
mohair, with swing label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £100 - £130 
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164. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Bergman teddy bear, SJ 5555, 2017, LE 13/400, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream 
with pink tip wavy mohair, with swing label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £60 - £80 

165. Charlie Bears Anniversary Kylie Isabelle Collection pink and cream wavy mohair panda bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
10th Anniversary 2015, produced especially for the 2015 Collector's Club, SJ 5472, LE 378/500, Near Mint to Mint, with carry 
bag and swing label certificate, 10.5"/27cm. 

 £50 - £70 

166. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Ripley Yorkshire Terrier puppy dog, SJ 4378, LE 20/200, 2009 (Show Special - only 
available from teddy bear shops who attended the NEC Spring Show in February 2009), designed by Isabelle Lee, blonde and 
black mohair, with swing label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 11"/28cm. 

 £100 - £140 

167. Charlie Bears Donalda Plumo bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on her face and 
ears is mohair), CB 212107B, 2021, LE 3000, shades of brown with black tip and beige / cream plush, beige mohair muzzle and 
ears, with swing label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 20"/51cm. 

 £50 - £60 

168. Charlie Bears Lulu Plumo panda bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on her face is 
alpaca), CB 191972B, 2019, LE 3000, shades of brown with black tip and beige plush, beige alpaca muzzle, with swing label 
certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 18.5"/47cm. 

 £50 - £60 

169. Charlie Bears Cousin Jack pirate teddy bear (pirate teddy bear- bearing a resemblance to Captain Jack Sparrow?), the 
fifth character in the second mini series of Hatty Bears, CB 205244O, LE 496/3000, 2020, designed by Alison Mills, grey and 
taupe plush, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 16.5"/42cm. 

 £40 - £50 

170. Charlie Bears Elf QVC exclusive teddy bear, CB614919, 2011-2012, LE 950, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, 
"Gorgeous Giggler"- with open mouth, white and cream plush, wearing tie-dyed needlecord scarf and matching hat, with swing 
labels, carry bag, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 19"/48cm. 

 £100 - £200 

171. Charlie Bears Hurley teddy bear, CB191930, 2019, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, grey with brown tip and 
shades of brown plush, wearing sailor style collar, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 24"/61cm. 

 £60 - £80 

172. Charlie Bears Signals dragon, CB212159, 2020, designed by Isabelle Lee, green and white plush, with swing label, 
Near Mint to Mint, 14"/36cm. 

 £100 - £140 

173. Charlie Bears Lillibet Isabelle Collection pink and white wavy mohair panda bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, SJ 6122, 
LE 230/450, Near Mint to Mint, with carry bag and swing label certificate, 12"/30cm. 

 £100 - £140 

174. Charlie Bears Anniversary Skyfall reindeer, CB202081, 2020, specially produced for the 2020 Collectors Club, LE 
420/600, designed by Isabelle Lee, cinnamon / cream / black / brown plush, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 
14"/36cm. 

 £60 - £80 
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175. Charlie Bears Aurora teddy bear, CB212128C, 2021, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, long plush fur with 
iridescent strips of light brown, turquoise, pink and violet, indispersed with a sparkle thread, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 
19"/48cm. 

 £50 - £60 

176. Charlie Bears Carousel teddy bear, CB202010, 2020, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, black with red tip, red and 
brown plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 21"/54cm. 

 £50 - £70 

177. Charlie Bears Crin panda bear, CB202053A, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, dusky pink and pale brown plush, 
with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 19"/48cm. 

 £50 - £70 

178. Charlie Bears Teresa panda bear, CB212129C, 2020, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, white with violet tip, violet 
with white and brown tip plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 16"/41cm. 

 £50 - £70 

179. Charlie Bears Tina panda bear, CB212129B, 2021, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, white with pink tip, pink with 
pale pink and brown tip plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 16"/41cm. 

 £50 - £60 

180. Charlie Bears Tania Plumo teddy bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and part plush- the detail on her face 
and ears is alpaca), CB212093B, LE 3000, 2021, pink and beige plush, muzzle and inner ears are beige alpaca, with swing 
label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 17"/43cm. 

 £50 - £70 

181. Charlie Bears Evelyn teddy bear, CB202035, 2020, QVC exclusive, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, shades of 
brow with some black tipping and cream plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 21"/53cm. 

 £50 - £70 

182. Charlie Bears Roger Plumo panda bear ("Plumo" means this bear is part alpaca and part plush- his muzzle and areas 
around pads are alpaca), CB202053B, LE 3000, 2020, white with grey tip and grey with darker grey plush, muzzle and areas 
around pads are cream and grey alpaca, with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 19"/48cm. 

 £50 - £70 

183. Charlie Bears Faux Paws Mousekateer wolf, 2017 Collector's Club special, CB181885, designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 
104/600, shades of grey plush, Near Mint to Mint, with swing label certificate, 14"/36cm. 

 £50 - £70 

184. Charlie Bears Smithers teddy bear, CB212153B, 2021, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, grey and cream plush, 
with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 18"/46cm. 

 £50 - £60 

185. Charlie Bears Elspeth teddy bear, specially created for the 2017 Collector's Club, CB 181725, designed by Isabelle 
Lee, LE 431/600, pale grey and magenta plush, with swing label certificate, pink carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 13"/33cm. 

 £40 - £60 
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186. Charlie Bears Charlie Year Plumo Bear 2021, Hug Number 13, CB212108A, LE 400, ("Plumo" means this bear is part 
mohair and part plush- muzzle is mohair), designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, cream plush, cream mohair muzzle, complete 
with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 14.5"/37cm. 

 £40 - £50 

187. Charlie Bears pair of teddy bears, designed by Isabelle Lee: (1) Jane, CB 161634, white and pale brown variegated 
plush, 15"/38cm; (2) Ginny, CB 171787B, 2017, white and grey with frosted tip plush, 10"/25cm; both with swing labels; 
Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

188. Charlie Bears Charlie Year Plumo Bear 2021, Hug Number 13, CB212108A, LE 400, ("Plumo" means this bear is part 
mohair and part plush- muzzle is mohair), designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, cream plush, cream mohair muzzle, complete 
with swing label certificate, Near Mint to Mint, 14.5"/37cm. 

 £40 - £50 

189. Charlie Bears Pawline kitten, CB 171800A, designed by Isabelle Lee, white, black and cinnamon plush, with swing 
label, Near Mint to Mint, 11.5"/29cm. 

 £40 - £50 

190. Charlie Bears Pepe mouse, CB 171781B, designed by Isabelle Lee, white, brown and light brown plush, with swing 
label, Near Mint to Mint, 8"/20cm. 

 £40 - £50 

191. Charlie Bears Charlie Year Plumo Bear 2018, Hug Number 10, CB181829A, LE 400, ("Plumo" means this bear is part 
mohair and part plush- muzzle and inner ears are mohair), designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, grey plush with black tip and 
grey with light brown tip, grey mohair muzzle and inner ears, complete with swing label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 
14.5"/37cm. 

 £50 - £60 

192. Charlie Bears Sniffle chinchilla, CB 151591, 2015, LE 2600, designed by Isabelle Lee, light grey, light grey with darker 
grey tip and brown/black plush, with swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £50 

193. Charlie Bears pair: Dandylion rabbit, CB647002O, designed by Heather Lyell, Secret Collection, yellow with white 
mottle and black tip plush, with swing label, 18"/46cm; Glade rabbit, CB176019, designed by Heather Lyell, shades of brown, 
black and white plush, with swing label, 12"/30cm; Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

194. Charlie Bears pair: Lani panda bear, CB181863A, 2018, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, taupe, beige and cream 
plush, with swing label, 16"/41cm; Dippy Egg chick, CB185193, 2018, designed by Alison Mills and Charlie, pale yellow and 
cream plush, with swing label, 7"/18cm; Near Mint to Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

195. Charlie Bears pair: Lisa Plumo teddy bear, CB202007B, 2020, LE 3000, "Plumo" means this bear is part mohair and 
part plush- muzzle and inner ears are white mohair, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, violet with black tip, white and 
variegated violet and white plush, 14"/36cm; Julia Plumo teddy bear, CB202007A, 2020, LE 3000, "Plumo" means this bear is 
part mohair and part plush- muzzle and inner ears are white mohair, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, pink with black tip, 
pink, violet and white variegated plush, 14"/36cm; with swing label certificates, Near Mint to Mint; (2). 

 £40 - £60 
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196. Charlie Bears Shenandoah teddy bear, CB212137, 2021, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, black and blonde 
plush, swing label, Near Mint to Mint, 26"/66cm. 

 £80 - £100 

197. Charlie Bears Flummadiddle teddy bear, from The 10th Anniversary Isabelle Collection, designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 
199/500, brown and grey mohair, Near Mint to Mint, with swing label certificate, carry bag, 9"/23cm. 

 £40 - £50 

198. Charlie Bears Gump Isabelle Minimo Collection gnome, MM175614C, LE 477/1200, designed by Isabelle Lee, beige 
alpaca, cream alpaca beard, swing label certificate, carry bag, Near Mint to Mint, 6.5"/16cm. 

 £40 - £50 

199. Charlie Bears Vesta Isabelle Minimo Collection dragon, 2020, LE 44/600, designed by Isabelle Lee, saffron yellow and 
pale green mohair, Near Mint to Mint, with swing label certificate and carry bag, 7"/18cm. 

 £120 - £140 

200. Charlie Bears Little Boy Blue and Tickled Pink Isabelle Minimo Collection teddy bear, 2019, both numbered LE 
277/600, designed by Isabelle Lee: Little Boy Blue- pale blue/grey and blonde mohair; Tickled Pink- dusky pink and blonde 
mohair; Near Mint to Mint, with swing label certificate and carry bags, 7"/18cm; (2). 

 £100 - £140 

201. Charlie Bears Scallywag Isabelle Minimo Collection teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 70/2000, grey variegated 
mohair, Near Mint, with swing label certificate, carry bag, 7.5"/19cm. 

 £40 - £50 

202. Charlie Bears Scrap Isabelle Collection Minimo teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, 2013, MM 635214C, LE 2000, 
light brown mohair, MISSING swing label certificate, with canvas bag, Near Mint, 6"/15cm. 

 £40 - £50 

203. Charlie Bears Pina Isabelle Minimo Cocktail Collection teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 613/2000, golden 
mohair, with swing label certificate, drawstring bag, Near Mint to Mint, 6"/15cm. 

 £40 - £50 

204. Charlie Bears Tino Isabelle Minimo Collection teddy bear, from the mini series It's All in the Name, designed by Isabelle 
Lee, LE 28/600, green mohair with light blue chest bib, with swing label certificate, drawstring bag, Near Mint to Mint, 6"/15cm. 
NB: Tino means Little or Junior in Italian. 

 £40 - £50 

205. Charlie Bears Bian Isabelle Minimo Collection teddy bear, from the mini series It's All in the Name, designed by 
Isabelle Lee, LE 24/600, grey/blue mohair with light blue chest bib, with swing label certificate, drawstring bag, Near Mint to 
Mint, 6"/15cm. NB: Bian is a popular name in Vietnam and means Little Secret. 

 £40 - £50 

206. Charlie Bears Beagan Isabelle Minimo Collection teddy bear, from the mini series It's All in the Name, designed by 
Isabelle Lee, LE 24/600, golden mohair with golden chest bib, with swing label certificate, drawstring bag, Near Mint to Mint, 
6"/15cm. NB: Beagan's name has Gaelic origins and is a boy's name for Little One. 

 £40 - £50 
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207. Charlie Bears three Mini Mohair Keyrings, designed by Isabelle Lee, 2013: Sandal miniature teddy bear, CBK 
635294B, LE 1200, pink mohair; 2 x Moccasin miniature teddy bears, CBK 635297D, LE 1200, grey and brown mohair; each 
with swing label certificate and bag, Near Mint to Mint; (3). 

 £40 - £50 

208. Charlie Bears Isabelle Collection Masterpiece 2021 teddy bear, SJ 6116, designed by Isabelle Lee, LE 40/300, beige 
long pile wavy alpaca and mohair, Near Mint to Mint, with swing label certificate, carry bag, trade carton, 24.5"/62cm. 

 £300 - £400 

209. Charlie Bears Clyde monkey, CB181879, LE 200/1000, 2018, designed by Isabelle Lee, dark brown plush, 
freestanding, with swing label certificate, soles of feet a little discoloured, otherwise Excellent Plus, 32"/81cm. 

 £120 - £140 

210. Dean's Rag Book Sooty teddy bear, 2003, LE 397/2000, an edition to celebrate 50 years of Sooty, golden and black 
mohair, with swing label certificate and trade carton, Near Mint to Mint, 11"/28cm. 

 £40 - £50 

211. Dean's Rag Book Sue Panda Bear, 2003, LE 190/2000, an edition to celebrate 50 years of Sooty, black and white 
mohair, with swing label certificate and trade carton, Near Mint to Mint, 10"/26cm. 

 £40 - £50 

212. Dean's Rag Book Beany Sweep teddy bear, 2003, LE 08/1000, an edition to celebrate 50 years of Sooty, grey and 
black mohair, with swing label certificate and trade carton, Near Mint to Mint, 9"/23cm. 

 £35 - £45 

213. Royal Doulton Bunnykins figurines: Sleighride DB4; Tyrolean Dancer DB 242; Fisherman DB 170; Town Crier DB 259; 
Clarinet Player DB 184 x 2 (different colours); Juliet Bunnykins DB 283; Sailor DB 166; Double Bass Player DB 185; Banjo 
Bunny DB 182; Drummer DB 250; Uncle Sam DB 50; Nurse DB 74; Trumpeter DB 210; Little boy Blue DB 239; Policeman Bun 
DB 64; Ankhesenamun DB 295; Hornpiper DB 261; Flamenco DB 256; Fireman DB 75; Wee Willie Winki DB 270; 
Tutankhamun DB 296; Lawyer DB 214; Mexican DB 316; some with certificates and all have boxes (unchecked for 
correctness), Excellent Plus to Near Mint, packaging Fair to Good; (24). 

 £40 - £50 

214. Royal Doulton Bunnykins figurines: Captain Cook (special Jacobs The Shambles Whitby); Gardener DB 156; Little 
John (Robin Hood) DB 243; Winter Lapland DB 297; Queen Guinevere DB 302; New Baby DB 158; Goodnight DB 157; Boy 
Skater; Sweet Dreams DB 276; Matador DB 281; Bride DB 101; Judge; Mother DB 189; At the Easter Parade DB 19; Santa DB 
17; Mother DB 189; Mother's Day Bunnykins DB 155; Wedding Day DB 287; Easter Treat DB 289; Christmas Morning DB 285; 
Graduation Day DB 286; Easter Parade DB 292; Sir Galahad DB 299; some with certificates and all have boxes (unchecked for 
correctness), Excellent Plus to Near Mint, packaging Fair to Good; (23). 

 £40 - £50 

215. Royal Doulton Bunnykins figurines: Bunnykins Clock, exclusive edition to UKIC, limited to 1000; Sir Gawain DB 300; 
King Arthur DB 304; Merlin DB 303; Birthday Girl DB 290; Mermaid DB 263; Congratulations DB 291; Love Heart DB 288; 
Christmas Surprise DB 146; Bunnykins Games wooden plinth ONLY; Sir Lancelot DB 301; The Occasions Collection Base; The 
Arthurian Collection Base; some with certificates and mainly with boxes (unchecked for correctness), Good to Near Mint, 
packaging Fair to Good; (13). 

 £20 - £30 
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216. Royal Doulton Harry Potter figurines and bookends x four, 2001: The Mirror Holds the Answer, with certificate, boxed; 
Gringott's Bank (bookends) x 2, with certificates, within one box; The Birth of Norbert, Missing certificate, boxed; Excellent to 
Excellent Plus, each with certificate, within Fair to Good packaging; (4). 

 £25 - £35 

217. Royal Doulton Rupert the Bear Collection figurines x four: Royal Doulton The Rupert Bear Collection Rupert Rides 
Home figurine, RB 4, LE 2,500, 2003, from Rupert and the Jumping Fish, with certificate and box; Royal Doulton The Rupert 
Bear Collection Rupert's Toy Railway figurine, RB 1, LE 2,500, 2003, Rupert's Toy Railway Puzzle first appeared in the 1950 
Rupert Annual, some red paint flaking from Rupert's jersey, with certificate and box; Royal Doulton The Rupert Bear Collection 
Tempted to Trespass figurine, RB 5, LE 2,500, 2003, Rupert and the Travel Machine- Rupert and Bill Badger are out for a walk 
in the snow, with certificate and box; Royal Doulton The Rupert Bear Collection Rupert, Bill and the Mysterious Car figurine, RB 
11, LE 2,500, 2003, from Rupert and The Travel Machine, with certificate and box; Good Plus to Near Mint, within Fair to Good 
packaging; (4). 

 £40 - £60 

218. Coalport Characters Raymond Briggs' Father Christmas and The Snowman figurines x five: Father Christmas, FC 04, 
with certificate and box; The Snowman Sugar Shaker Lady Snowman, SMGW31, with box; The Snowman The Bashful Blush 
SM35, with box; The Snowman First Edition Hold on Tight Snow Globe, with box; The Snowman First Edition Hug For Mum, 
with box; Excellent to Near Mint, within Fair to Good packaging; (5). 

 £40 - £50 

219. Coalport Characters Raymond Briggs' The Snowman figurines x four: The Snowman Christmas Friends First Edition 
Glitter Globe, boxed; The Snowman First Edition Dancing at the Party, boxed; The Snowman At the Party Globe, limited edition 
2000, with certificate and box; the Snowman Dance the Night Away, limited edition, with certificate and box; Excellent to Near 
Mint, within Fair to Good packaging; (4). 

 £30 - £40 

220. Collection of TY Beanie Babies: 1999 Holiday teddy; Celebrate; MC Beanie; Harry; Periwinkle; Nipponia; Prinz von 
Gold; Unity; Haunt; Wattlie; Pops (Canada tie); Pops (Britannia tie); Pops (America tie); Bunga Raya; Vanda; Princess; 1999 
Signature; Eggs (pink); Curly; 2001 Signature; Kicks; 2001 Holiday; Eggs II; Pierre; Graf von Rot; Osito; Sizzle; Peace; 2003 
Holiday Teddy; Issy Four Seasons Hotel; Classy; Tabasco; Mistletoe; Poopsie; Romance; Mom-e; Dad-e; Clover; 2000 Holiday 
Teddy; Ted-e; Patriot; Bongo; Spooky; Ringo; Seaweed; Garcia; Near Mint to Mint, with tags and protectors; (46). 

 £40 - £50 

221. TY Beanie Babies Champion - full set of Korean World Cup 2002 bears (32) plus one extra of the following teams: 
England, Italy, USA, South Korea, Croatia, Sweden, Slovenia, France, Germany, Portugal, Mexico and Nigeria; Near Mint to 
Mint, with tags and protectors; (44). 

 £10 - £20 

222. German antique bisque dolls pair: (1) Kammer and Reinhardt / Simon and Halbig Bisque "Mein Lieblings Baby" 
character antique doll, German, 1914, impressed K * R Simon & Halbig 126 50, weighted brown eyes, open mouth, brunette 
wig and pate, five piece curved limb composition body, silk Christening gown, silk and cotton undergarments, firing specks 
around right upper eye, red firing blemish to left nostril, body is worn, particularly around joints, body repainted, 20"/51cm; (2) 
Heinrich Handwerck/Simon & Halbig bisque child antique doll, German, circa 1900, impressed 4, weighted blue eyes, open 
mouth, pierced ears (slight chips to piercings), hairline crack to right from top to wig rim to eye socket, composition and wood 
jointed body (incised 10, with red, white and blue SFBJ FABRICATION FRANCAISE sticker to rear torso), surface paint flaking 
off in places, blonde wig and pate, wearing brown cotton dress, cotton undergarments, brown leather shoes, 23"/59cm; (2). 

 £60 - £80 
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223. Armand Marseille bisque Oriental vintage My Dream Baby doll, German, c 1926, impressed AM 353 / 3K, fixed brown 
eyes, closed mouth, moulded hair, five piece cloth body with composition hands, some restoration and repainting to eye 
sockets, 14"/36cm. 

 £50 - £70 

224. German antique bisque dolls pair: (1) Ernst Heubach shoulder head bisque antique doll, German, 1888-onwards, 
impressed dep D / 2, head turned slightly to right, fixed blue eyes, open mouth, blonde wig, cloth body, composition lower ball 
jointed arms, composition legs, shoulder plate has cracks to lower front and back with glued repairs, toes are chipped, wearing 
pale pink muslin dress with matching bonnet, sateen under-dress, cotton undergarments, displays beautifully, 17"/43cm; (2) 
Armand Marseille shoulder head bisque antique doll, German, circa 1896, impressed 3200 AM 3/0 DEP, head turned slightly to 
right, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, strawberry blonde wig and pate, cloth body with composition lower arms and leatherette 
feet, repair to knees, fingers missing from left hand, wearing blue velvet dress, with white cotton under garments, 16"/41cm; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

225. Antique bisque dolls x four: (1) SFBJ black composition doll, French, impressed SFBJ PARIS, fixed brown eyes, 
painted mouth, black wig, five piece jointed body, wearing cotton seersucker dress, with original under skirt- stamped in red 
EDEN BEBE (rest undecipherable), face is rubbed and touched-in, neck socket is damaged, 12"/20cm; (2) Armand Marseille 
shoulder head doll, German, impressed AM - 10/0, fixed blue eyes, open mouth, blonde wig, cloth body, kid leather arms with 
composition lower arms, composition lower legs with moulded boots, repair to front shoulder plate, 10"/25cm; (3) Walther & 
Sohn bisque shoulder head doll, German, c1920, impressed 241 12 / 0, fixed blue eyes, open mouth, brunette wig and pate, 
cloth body, bisque lower arms, 10"/26cm; (4) German, impressed K1 A 7/0 R, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, auburn wig and 
pate, five piece composition body, wearing cotton white work and lace layered garments, 14.5"/37cm; (4). 

 £40 - £50 

226. German antique bisque dolls pair: (1) German bisque antique doll, impressed 4/0, fixed blue eyes, blonde wig and 
pate, composition five piece body, wearing cotton white work and woollen layered garments, body worn / repainted in places, 
14"/36cm; (2) Armand Marseille bisque shoulder head antique doll, German, c 1896, impressed 3200 AM 11/0 DEP, fixed 
brown eyes, open mouth, blonde wig and pate, kid leather body, bisque hands, cloth lower legs, repair to left lower arm seam, 
firing defect / imperfection under left eye, wearing white work garments, 11"/28cm; (2). 

 £30 - £50 

227. German antique bisque dolls pair: (1) Armand Marseille bisque antique shoulder head doll, German, c1900, impressed 
370 AM 2/0 DEP, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, leatherette body (some repairs) with jointed elbows, hips and knees 
(shoulder and knee joints are re-attached using buttons), composition lower arms and legs, wearing pale violet silk dress 
(shredding in places), cotton undergarments, 18"/46cm; (2) Armand Marseille bisque antique shoulder head doll, German, 
c1900, impressed 370 AM 2/0 DEP, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, leatherette body (some repairs) with jointed elbows, hips 
and knees (shoulder and knee joints are re-attached using buttons), composition lower arms and legs, wearing pale violet silk 
dress (shredding in places), cotton undergarments, 18"/46cm; (2). 

 £50 - £70 

228. German antique bisque dolls pair: (1) Ernst Heubach bisque antique doll, German, c1922, impressed Heubach 
Koppelsdorf 302 1, weighted brown eyes, open mouth, blonde wig and pate, composition and wood ball jointed body, wearing 
blue silk dress, cotton layered undergarments, 19"/48cm; (2) Ernst Heubach antique bisque doll, German, c.1914, impressed 
267 3, weighted brown eyes, open mouth, blonde wig and pate, five piece curved limb composition body, wearing cotton white 
work robe, bonnet and undergarments, some fingers missing, 17"/43cm; (2). 

 £50 - £70 

229. SFBJ UNIS Jumeau antique bisque doll, French, 1922 on, impressed UNIS PARIS 301 ERT 7, stamped in red TETE 
JUMEAU, fixed brown eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, auburn wig and pate, composition and wood jointed body (with BEBE 
JUMEAU Diplome d'Honneur oval paper label to small of back), wearing white work cotton dress, cotton white work bonnet 
lined in silk, with silk and woollen undergarments, tiny chip to right lower eye rim, tiny chip to neck socket, 18"/46cm. 

 £80 - £120 
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230. Antique bisque dolls, pair: (1) Ernst Heubach bisque character baby doll, German, c1920, impressed 300 14 / 0, 
weighted brown eyes, open mouth, brunette wig and pate, five piece curved limb composition body, wearing brushed cotton 
robe and cotton undergarments, 9"/23cm; (2) Ernst Heubach bisque doll, German, c1920, impressed 320 12/0, weighted blue 
eyes, open mouth, pierced nostrils, modern blonde wig and pate, five piece curved limb composition body, fingers are chipped, 
wearing salmon pink dress and pantaloons, 11"/28cm; (2). 

 £20 - £30 

231. Three doll reference books: (1) Antique Trader's Doll Makers & Marks, A Guide to Identification / Dawn Herlocher, 
paper back, some pages are loose (none missing); (2) The Collector's Encyclopedia of Dolls / Coleman; (3) The Doll / Fox; Fair 
Plus to Good; (3). 

 £5 - £10 

232. Composition and bisque antique bodies and body parts (small quantity are modern), suitable for restoration and repair 
work; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 

233. Chad Valley Wrekin lady with parasol vintage costume doll, 1950s, with sewn-in cloth label to skirt rear seam, originally 
soft rubber (hands and lower legs have hardened), painted brown side-glancing eyes, brunette mohair wig, original clothing 
(some discolouration), Good Plus to Excellent, 8"/20cm. NB: See The Collector's Guide to British Dolls since 1920 by Colette 
Mansell, page 51. It states that very few of these dolls have survived due to the rubber material degrading with age. 

 £10 - £20 

234. Kammer and Reinhardt / Simon and Halbig Bisque "Mein Lieblings Baby" character doll, German, 1914, impressed K * 
R Simon & Halbig 126 46, weighted brown eyes, open mouth, tremble tongue, blonde wig and pate, five piece curved limb 
composition body, wig pull behind left ear, right index finger tip missing, body repainted, wearing multi-layered cotton white work 
clothing, sateen bonnet, 19"/48cm. 

 £40 - £50 

235. Dolls house, wooden with tinplate windows, opens at front to reveal two rooms on two storeys, 16"/41cm x 14.5"/37cm 
x 11.5"/29cm; plus a small quantity of furniture; Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

236. Collection of teddy bear and toy collection reference books: Bears / Sue Pearson; Teddy Bears & Steiff Animals / 
Second Series / Margaret Fox Mandel; Collecting Teddy Bears / Pam Hebbs; Christie's Century of Teddy Bears / Leyla 
Maniera; Shire Album 147 Old Toys / Pauline Flick and 225 Teddy Bears and Soft Toys / Pauline Cockrill; Teddy Bears / 
Margaret and Gerry Grey. Christie's South Kensington Teddy Bear auction catalogues- Monday 4 December 2001, Monday 3 
December 2001, Tuesday 18 June 2002 and Tuesday 3 December 2002. Good to Excellent; (11). 

 £10 - £15 

237. Colour Box Miniatures collection of resin bears: Clarissa; Brodie; Razza; Damien; Morris Minor; Jilly; Prudence; George 
x 2; Philip; Humphrey; Beatrice; Fluffy; Tinker Thomas; Mr Perkins; Ralph; Gustav von Bruin; Johann; Brodie; Red; Shiner; 
Sopwith; and others; Good to Excellent; (qty). 

 £10 - £15 

238. Merrythought Disney pair of Thumper vintage rabbits: (1) Thumper, Regd Design label to sole of right foot, plastic disc 
eyes, vinyl nose, velveteen muzzle, jointed head and shoulders, card lined feet, 22"/56cm; (2) Thumper, musical (inoperative), 
similar to previous, 14"/36cm; Fair to Fair Plus; (2). 

 £30 - £50 
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239. British vintage teddy bears pair: (1) British golden mohair teddy bear, 1930s, eyes are missing and embroidered, black 
vertically stitched nose, fully jointed (now fixed at head), Rexine pads, black claw stitching, inoperative press squeaker, Fair 
Plus, 18"/46cm; (2) Sheepskin black and white panda bear, 1960s, amber and black plastic eyes, horizontally stitched nose, 
Good, 16"/41cm; (2). 

 £50 - £60 

240. British antique standing bear, pre 1920s, cinnamon burlap / wool, black boot button eyes, brown horizontally stitched 
nose, excelsior filled, woven cotton cloth foot pads, each foot has metal fixing (has previously been mounted on wheels), Good 
Plus, 15"/38cm long. 

 £60 - £80 

241. Dean's Rag Book vintage teddy bear, British, 1940s, clear glass eyes with black pupils and remains of brown painted 
backs, black vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, velveteen pads, black webbed claw stitching on paw pads, black claw 
stitching on foot pads, partially operative tilt growler, mohair faded overall, Good to Good Plus, 26"/66cm. 

 £80 - £100 

242. Dolls house, vintage, wooden with tinplate windows, opens at front to reveal two rooms on two storeys, car port to side, 
Fair Plus to Good, 16.75"/43cm x 16"/41cm x 11"/28cm. 

 £20 - £30 

243. Dolls house, vintage, wooden with tinplate opening front, four rooms on two storeys, Fair Plus to Good, 18.5"/47cm x 
17"/43cm x 11.5"/29cm. 

 £20 - £30 

244. Dolls house, vintage, wooden with tinplate windows, opens to front to reveal four rooms on two storeys, central 
staircase, garage to side, Fair Plus to Good, 16".41cm x 27"/69cm x 10.75"/27cm. 

 £40 - £50 

245. Collection of mainly modern doll's house furniture, includes Kleeware piano, Dol-Toi, 1/12 scale and smaller, Fair Plus 
to Excellent Plus; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

246. Dolls house, vintage, large wooden, scratchbuilt, access via opening windows to front and back, nine rooms on two 
storeys, with central staircase, very well made, has been wired for light (untested), Fair Plus to Good; 36"/92cm x 35"/89cm x 
24"/61cm. NB: This item is very heavy and require COLLECTION FROM OUR THORNABY SALEROOM. 

 £20 - £40 

247. Binbak Models (Bradford, UK) Glen View Art Deco Modernist Style vintage doll's house, wooden construction, label to 
side BINBAC MODELS BRADFORD, roof and two sides lift off to reveal three rooms and staircase / landing, additional room to 
side, sun porch and roof space, includes period contents; Fair Plus to Good; (qty). 

 £20 - £40 

248. Steiff Circus Roncalli Director (Ring Master) teddy bear, white tag 655418, LE 1999, 1999, golden mohair, wearing red 
tail coat with golden braid embellishment and buttons, with MISSING certificate, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, within Good box, 
12"/30cm. 

 £40 - £60 
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249. Mister Bears Captain Crimson, artist designed teddy bear by Jennie Sharman Cox, OOAK, grey curled mohair, black 
shoe button eyes, black waxed vertically stitched nose, fully jointed, ultra suede pads, wearing pirates outfit comprising of blue 
and white striped cotton trousers, white cotton shirt, red tailored jacket with red shot silk sash and blue shot silk headband with 
black moulded felt pirates hat edged with gold braid, sew in label and swing tag, Near Mint, 15"/38cm. 

 £120 - £160 

250. Collection of dolls' shoes, includes some Gene shoes and nylons, etc; Fair Plus to Excellent Plus; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

251. Vintage suitcase and contents, includes: Games- Draughts, Ludo and Royal Ludo, New Oriental Game Snakes and 
Ladders, etc. Dolls- Roddy hard plastic doll, dressed as fairy, 14"/36cm; Irwin hard plastic Kewpie type doll, 4"/10cm; celluloid 
girl, 6.5"/17cm; celluloid half doll; pair of modern china head dolls; antique woollen cape suitable for doll / small child. 
Miscellaneous- Crochet beaded lady's flapper cap; three x silhouette framed pieces from the Miniature World of Peter Bates; 
Bestway Knitting No 83 booklet; The Charlton Standard Catalogue of Wade Whimsical Collectables / Pat Murray. Selection of 
children's records- Little Black Sambo / Ray Ellington; The Tale of Squirrel Nutkin and Mrs Tiggy-Winkle / Vivien Leight; etc. 
Pick-Me-Up antique magazines- Jan 18, 1890; Jan 25, 1890; Feb 1, 1890; Feb 15, 1890; Feb 22, 1890; Mar 1, 1890; Mar 8, 
1890; Apr 7, 1894, Jun 2, 1894; Jun 9, 1894; Jun 16, 1894; Jun 23, 1894; Jun 30, 1894, July 7, 1894, July 14, 1894; July 21, 
1894; July 28, 1894; Aug 4, 1894; Aug 11, 1894; Aug 18, 1894; Sept 8, 1894; Sept 22, 1894; Sept 29, 1894. Collection of old 
keys. Wacky Walker Bears Bear Making Kit. Plus others, interesting lot. Fair Plus to Excellent; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

252. Steiff Karl Lagerfeld teddy bear, white tag 657726, LE 2500, 2008, white alpaca, white gold coated button within his 
ear, designed to be a likeness of the famous fashion designer, in collaboration with Karl Lagerfeld, the clothes and accessories 
were designed in his Paris Studio and the materials were individually selected. His black jacket is of Italian wool, white poplin 
shirt with standing collar and trompe l'oeil look button holes, jeans with a patina from the K Karl Lagerfeld collection, black silk 
cravat and Swarovski crystal, belt of real leather, the initials of the "maestro" are set in crystals on the buckle, tailor-made boots, 
miniature glasses from the "Lagerfeld eyewear" line. Near Mint to Mint, with certificate, stand and Good Plus to Excellent box, 
16"/40cm. 

 £2500 - £3400 

253. Collection of porcelain half dolls and Peggy Nisbet historical dolls: (1) Large porcelain half doll, impressed 13372, 
mounted upon lampshade base, small chip of porcelain to base, height 6"/15cm; (2) Modern reproduction half doll, 5"/13cm; 
Peggy Nisbet hard plastic dolls (3) P/405 HRH Princess Anne Wedding Dress, with swing label; (4) P415 Queen Elizabeth II in 
Formal Dress, with swing label; H/211, (5) 15th Century Lady, with swing label; (6) BR/306, Cherry Ripe, with swing label; Fair 
to Excellent; (6). 

 £15 - £25 

254. Pair of Roddy hard plastic dolls and five Faerie Glen Wear outfits, all boxed: (1) & (2) Roddy hard plastic dolls, within 
Faerie Glen boxes- one has insert "I'm Sally", 7"/18cm; (3) - (7) Faerie Glen boxed outfits; Good to Excellent, within Fair Plus to 
Good packaging; (7). 

 £40 - £50 

255. Pelham Puppets shop display mini-animated unit, 1974-1983, metal plate to front PELHAM PUPPETS MADE IN 
ENGLAND, circular card PELHAM PUPPETS LOVED BY CHILDREN ALL OVER THE WORLD MARLBOROUGH WILTSHIRE 
ENGLAND, wooden display case, containing five puppets- Pinocchio, horse, foal, Bengo boxer dog and Bimbo clown; wired for 
electric, untested, Good to Good Plus, 21"/53cm x 14"/36cm x 10"/25cm. NB: see Collecting Pelham Puppets by David Leech 
page 96. Moving displays always attract attention. But for the smaller Toy Retailer, space was always at a premium, so the 
larger Animated Display Units were not practical due to their dimensions. To meet the needs of the many independent Toy 
Shops that Pelham supplied, the Mini-Units were designed. It wasn't until 1974 that the first ones were made. Unlike other units, 
the mini-units were sold, not hired out to customers. Hundreds were made between 1974 and 1982, featuring the most popular 
puppets. 

 £80 - £120 
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256. Pelham Puppets Old Lady, Good to Good Plus, within Good yellow box. 

 £10 - £20 

257. Wallace and Gromit assorted memorabilia: Boots Gromit in raincoat large plush figure, limited edition, boxed; Boots 
Gromit and Shaun bookends, boxed; Shaun plush figure, in knitted jumper; pair in-car Screenshades, boxed; Plush Gromit; 
Wallace and Gromit empty tin; 500 piece jigsaw, boxed; mug; 5 x fridge magnets; 10 x characters; 3 air fresheners (2 boxed); 
Vivid Imaginations two sets of four carded characters- from the Wrong Trousers and Close Shave; Vivid Imaginations Wallace 
and Gromit Playhouse, boxed; Fleeced Sheep Rustling Game, boxed; Wesco Wallace and Gromit watch, boxed; etc; Fair to 
Near Mint; (qty). 

 £40 - £50 

258. Collection of vintage games and jigsaws: Totopoly, 1950s; Mastermind, 1972; Ford Tractors Equipment Agrihazard 
1973; Waddingtons Kan-U-Go; Dare, 1986; Matchbox Rubik's Clock, 1988; etc. Jigsaws include: Waddingtons The Changing of 
the Guard; Photomosaics the Beatles; JR Puzzles 50th Anniversary of VE Day; Victory Puzzle The Royal Sovereign and Tower 
Bridge and Waddingtons Military Uniforms 42nd regiment Black Watch. Fair to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

259. Peanuts Snoops collection of memorabilia: plush toys; bags; assorted paperback books; Razzle 'n' Dazzle, It's great to 
be a superstar and I think I'm allergic to mornings mirrors; playing cards; Polco Windscreen sunshield, boxed; lamp; mugs; 
Thermos; jigsaw; Snoopy Tiddlywinks; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £20 - £40 

260. Pop culture and TV & Film related collection of magazines, brochures, etc: Riva Weekly 13 September 1988- featuring 
Jerry Hall and Mick Jagger; Antiques Lifestyle November 1999 Issue 1; Johnny Mathis in concert programme and pair of tickets 
for Playhouse Theatre, Edinburgh, 30 April 1983; Johnny Mathis 1977 tour programme; Film star Parade Summer 1946; TV 
Detectives! Special (featuring The Sweeney, Kojak, Columbo, Cannon and Hawaii 5 0, etc plus TV Detectives Kojak poster; 
Supercops Breakthrough Clint Eastwood and the Kojak Team pin-ups; Kung-Fu Monthly No 5 featuring Bruce Lee; Showtime 
August 1966 Film Monthly; The Complete James Bond Poster Collection; The Heroes of Telemark brochure; Dean Martin black 
and white photographs; Julio Inglesias concert programme and tickets Playhouse Theatre Edinburgh 30 October 1982; Julio 
Inglesias International Fan Club folder and contents; collection of film processing wallets; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £5 - £15 

261. Mattel vintage Skipper doll, plus a small quantity of clothing, carry case, etc; American character Mary Make-Up doll; 
quantity of home-made clothing. Britains plastic Floral gardens, plastic dolls house furniture, farmyard and zoo animals, etc. 
Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £50 - £60 

262. The Simpsons collection of memorabilia: Wesco Homer talking alarm clock; Wesco Homer shower radio; Wesco 
Homer head radio; Applause Homer plush toy,12"/30cm; Homer with wobble head; six x small Homer figures; Simpsons cat soft 
toy; Homer and Krusty the Clown rubber figures; Franklin Mint Simpsons plate - A Family for the 90's; Homer Cereal Bowl; 
Good to Excellent Plus; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

263. Collection of plush TV & Film related toys, plus some Mattel walking / talking dolls, etc: Burbank Tomsk Womble; Boots 
Buzby nightdress case; Grommit hot water bottle holder; Mattel/Burbank Talking Tom Cat; Mattel 'Swingy' Dancing Doll; 
Rosebud Mattel Talking Doll; Talking/Strolling Doll - possibly Mattel/Burbank; Gordon the Gofer; Foofur; plus others; Fair to 
Good Plus; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 
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264. Lilliput Lane, collection of thirty boxed Lilliput Lane Cottages, plus six unboxed; unchecked for correctness; Fair to Near 
Mint; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

265. German china shoulder head very large antique doll, blue painted eyes, rouged cheeks, black moulded hair, cloth 
body, china lower limbs, remains of silk shirt (shredded), muslin pantaloons, rayon underskirt and lace overskirt and collar, 
26"/66cm. 

 £80 - £120 

266. SFBJ bisque antique doll, French, c1910, impressed SFBJ 301 PARIS 9, blue weighted eyes, open mouth, pierced 
ears, brunette wig and pate, composition and wood jointed body, wearing white work cotton dress, tiny chips to neck socket, 
finger missing from each hand, 21"/53cm. 

 £60 - £80 

267. SFBJ pair of French antique bisque dolls: (1) SFBJ French bisque antique doll, 1920s, impressed SFBJ 60 PARIS 2, 
weighted brown eyes, open mouth, auburn wig and pate, composition and wood jointed body, hairline/firing line to right eye 
inner corner, 19"/48 cm; (2) SFBJ 60, head is extensively cracked / repaired, composition and wood ball jointed body, 
23"/58cm; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

268. Two-faced vintage Asian marionette, carved wooden, cloth body with wooden lower limbs, strings are tangled, 
otherwise Good, 25"/63cm. 

 £30 - £40 

269. German antique bisque dolls pair: (1) Max Handwerck bisque child doll, German, circa 1910, impressed 3 1/2, 
weighted blue eyes, open mouth, blonde wig and pate, composition and wood ball jointed body, firing lines from top of wig rim 
towards end of right eyebrow and from right nostril to cheek, needs restringing, wearing silk dress with woollen and cotton 
undergarments, 28"/71cm; (2) Armand Marseille bisque child doll, German, 1912, impressed 390n A 8 M, weighted blue eyes, 
open mouth, dark blonde wig and pate, composition and wood ball jointed body with jointed wrists, needs restringing, 25"/64cm; 
(2). 

 £60 - £80 

270. Armand Marseille bisque doll, German, c.1925, impressed 990 A 13 M, weighted brown eyes, open mouth, blonde wig 
and pate, open mouth with tremble tongue, five piece curved limb composition body, wearing maroon velvet suit, cotton 
undergarments, 22.5"/57cm. 

 £50 - £70 

271. Armand Marseille pair of antique bisque Dream Babies: (1) Armand Marseille bisque vintage My Dream Baby doll, 
German, c 1926, impressed AM 351 / 8K, weighted blue eyes, open mouth, five piece composition curved limb body, wearing 
cotton liberty bodice, 18"/46cm; (2) Armand Marseille bisque vintage My Dream Baby, German, 1926, impressed AM 351, 
weighted brown yes, open mouth (tooth is missing), five piece jointed cotton body, composition hands (fingers are missing), feet 
are holed, 19"/48cm; (2). 

 £50 - £60 

272. Porzellanfabrik Burggrub vintage bisque character doll, German, c 1930, impressed 169 6, weighted blue eyes, open 
mouth, with tremble tongue, missing a tooth, auburn wig, composition five piece curved limb body, wearing cotton layered 
clothing, 21"/54cm; together with a Hermann Steiner 128 bisque doll, with reproduction body, 10.5"/27cm; (2). 

 £40 - £50 
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273. Armand Marseille vintage My Dream Baby, German, 1920s, impressed 518 / 9K, weighted blue eyes, open mouth with 
two teeth, five piece curved limb composition body, wearing cotton robe and cotton and woollen undergarments; 22"/56cm. 

 £40 - £60 

274. Ernst Heubach antique bisque doll, German, circa 1926, impressed 342 10, weighted brown flirty eyes, open mouth 
with tremble tongue, dark blonde wig and pate, five piece curved limb composition body, 24"/61cm. 

 £50 - £70 

275. Norah Wellings South Sea Islander Doll, British, 1930s, very large example, yellow on black stitched label to foot, 
velveteen moulded face with brown glass inset side-glancing eyes and hand painted features, black mohair wig, jointed neck, 
velveteen body and limbs, raffia skirt, cracks to facial painting, left cheek is indented, Good; 35"/89cm. 

 £50 - £70 

276. Early wooden antique crib, suitable for doll or teddy bear, upon rockers, 14"/36cm tall x 18"/46cm long. 

 £15 - £25 

277. Farnell cream plush vintage teddy bear, British, 1960s, amber and black plastic eyes, black vertically stitched nose, 
fully jointed, Rexine pads (some holed), Good, 28"/71cm. 

 £30 - £40 

278. Triang doll's house, DH/10 3149, vintage, wooden with tinplate windows and cardboard shutters, front opens in two 
pieces, to reveal four rooms on two storeys and central staircase, some original decor, wired for light (untested), Good, 
30"/76cm x 31"/79cm x 18"/46cm. 

 £40 - £60 

279. Merrythought pair of teddy bears: (1) Hope, black plush bear, issued in a Special Edition for This Morning America 
appeal, complete with swing label, certificate and original box, 7"/18cm; together with (2) Peace white teddy bear, Special 
Edition to aid children of the Fire Fighters who gave their lives to others in the September 11th Terrorist Attacks, Limited 
Edition, complete with swing label, certificate and original box, 6"/15cm, each is Near Mint to Mint; (2) 

 £30 - £40 

280. Disney Store Winnie the Pooh beanies x forty-seven, mainly without swing labels, Good to Excellent; (47). 

 £10 - £20 

281. Tomy The Get Along Gang x five plush toys, Haunted Badger Mansion, boxed and Super Soda Shoppe, boxed, Good, 
boxed items are unchecked for completeness, within Fair Plus to Good boxes; (7). 

 £30 - £40 

282. Bullyland Disney the Lady and The Tramp- Lady cake toppers, Near Mint to Mint, sealed within factory plastic; (40). 

 £10 - £20 

283. Tyco Jim Henson's Sesame Street Elmos (mainly battery operated- untested), Fair Plus to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 
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284. American Greetings Company Ziggy characters x ten, Fair Plus to Good Plus; (10). 

 £20 - £30 

285. Garfield collection of fifteen plush vintage characters; Fair Plus to Excellent Plus; (15). 

 £20 - £30 

286. Harrods collection of plush teddy bears and other animals, Fair Plus to Excellent; (26). 

 £30 - £40 

287. Hornby Hobbies and Mattel Pound Puppies, includes mother and babies, some certificates, Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

288. The Puppet Company Ltd; Manhattan Toys and other glove puppets; Fair Plus to Excellent; (9). 

 £30 - £40 

289. Mattel Barbie dolls x seven: (1) Ultra Hair #1112; (2) Babysitter Skipper #9433; (3) Pilgrim Barbie #12577; (4) Barbie 
Hawaii #5940; (5) Dolls of the World Princess of Japan #B5731; (6) Japanese Barbie #14163; (7) Barbie in India #9910; Good 
to Excellent Plus, unchecked for completeness, within Fair to Good boxes; (7). 

 £30 - £40 

290. TY Beanie Babies, collection of forty (mainly bears), most with tags; plus some McDonalds Mini Beanies; Fair Plus to 
Excellent; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

291. The Walt Disney Company, Disney Cruise Line, Disney Store, Disneyland and other Beanies and plush toys, all are 
minus tags, Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

292. Collection of Disneyland Paris, Disney Store, Euro Disney, Pixar, Hasbro, Disney Cruise Line, The Walt Disney 
Company and other beanies and plush toys, mainly minus tags, Fair Plus to Excellent; (large quantity). 

 £30 - £40 

293. Teddy Bear related and other books: Teddy Bears Past & Present/Linda Mullins; The Teddy Bear Lover's 
Companion/Ted Menten; The Ultimate Teddy Bear Book/Pauline Cockrill; Teddy Bears/Judy Sparrow; Teddy Bears/Philippa & 
Peter Waring; Teddy Bears/Kathy Martin; The Ultimate Dolls' House Book/Faith Eaton; The Teddy Bear/Prue Theobalds; Martin 
Leman's Teddy Bears; Blue Peter Book of Teddy's Clothes; etc; Fair to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £5 - £10 

294. Annuals and children's books: Annuals include- Charlie's Angels 1980, The Woofits 1980, Doctor Who K-9 1983, The 
A-Team 1988, Eagle Sports 4, Eagle 1963, Eagle Book of Police and Detectives, Top Twenty, Rupert, Doctor Who 1977 and 
1985, Joe 90, The Man From UNCLE, Batman & Robin No 1, The Avengers 1978, Mighty Heroes 1984, etc. Other books 
include Noddy, Paddington Bear, Dandy Comic Library, etc. Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 
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295. Dean's Childsplay Toys Bri Nylon vintage teddy bear, 1960s, honey and beige plush, label to leg seam, fully washable, 
amber and black plastic eyes, brown vertically stitched nose, unjointed, velveteen pads, Good to Good Plus, 27"/69cm. 

 £25 - £35 

296. Vivid Imaginations MGA Bratz London Pretty 'N' Punk Meygan doll with Punk Pet Gavin dog, 2005, Mint, within 
carefully opened Excellent to Excellent Plus box. 

 £40 - £60 

297. Vivid Imaginations MGA Bratz London Pretty 'N' Punk Jade doll with Punk Pet Elton dog, 2005, Mint, within sealed 
Excellent to Excellent Plus box. 

 £40 - £60 

298. Vivid Imaginations MGA Bratz London Pretty 'N' Punk Chloe doll with Punk Pet Ronan dog, 2005, Mint, within sealed 
Excellent to Excellent Plus box. 

 £40 - £60 

299. Vivid Imaginations MGA Bratz London Pretty 'N' Punk Yasmin doll with Punk Pet Ozzy dog, Mint, 2005, within sealed 
Excellent to Excellent Plus box. 

 £40 - £60 

300. Collection of MGA Bratz and Mattel Barbie dolls, includes Bratz Kidz Horseback Fun Chloe doll and accessories; Bratz 
Movie Starr Chloe doll, wearing glitter dress; Bratz Passion 4 Fashion Yasmin doll; Barbie Mermaid doll; Mattel wee 3 friends 
doll set; plus others, all unchecked for completeness; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

301. Collection of toys: Disney Channel Hannah Montana Pop Star electric guitar, boxed; Uncle Milton Rainbow in my 
Room, boxed; Vtech Little Smart Tiny Tot Driver; Vtech Operator; Vtech Little Smart Pull 'n Learn Phone; Disney Story Reader; 
Disney Princess Travel Vanity Set; ELC cash register; EDV Science Quick Switch Microscope, boxed; Doctor's Set; Colour 
Doodel; Flair Plasticine Fun Tub; Disney on Ice 2 x containers; Magnetix Collector's Tin; Pretend & Play  School Set; 
unchecked for completeness, Fair Plus to Good; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

302. Nintendo Wii Skylanders Spyro's Adventure; plus selection of Skylanders figures, 2 x Skylanders bases, pair of carry 
bags, unchecked for completeness, Fair Plus to Good; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

303. Collection of plush toys, etc: Build A Bear Workshop white teddy with Hannah Montana t-shirt; large Fisher Price Fimbo 
and Baby Pom; Nintendo Pokemon Pikachu; Tweenies cushion; Clifford the big red dog; M & S Peter Rabbit; hand puppet 
Pudsey Bear; Teletubbies, Dipsy, Laa Laa, Po and Tinky Winky Pink, red and white club penguins and pile of club penguin 
cards; large teddy; 3 small teddies; large sheep; small blue sheep; pink rabbit; Keel Toys tiger; Mattel Fimbles Bathtime Fun 
Slide playset; Keel Toys Polar bear; brown dog; Keel Toys white my first puppy; Finding Nemo; Snowman in purple scarf & hat; 
6 alphabet squares; TY Angel; TY ShiShi; unchecked for completeness; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

304. Playmobil Circus #4234; Playmobile Speed Boat #3645; Playmobile Caravette #3647; unchecked for completeness, 
boxed; Fair to Good; (3). 

 £40 - £50 
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305. Collection of toys: Hasbro My Little Pony Butterfly Island Adventure, boxed; Fisher Price Little People Lil' Kingdom 
Castle Playset; Mattel Rainbow Brite Buggy, boxed; Barbie Buggy; Fingers of Fun Jack & the Beanstalk and Goldilocks and the 
three bears finger puppet play sets; ELC Goodnight Freckles cloth book; Lego #3223; 3 stack Lego; MB Games Hungry Hippos; 
all unchecked for completeness; Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

306. Mattel Monster High and MGA Bratz collectables: Mattel Monster High Room to Howl playset, with Clawdeen Wolf, 
boxed; Mattel Monster High Mad Science Lagoona Blue Daughter of the Sea Monster doll, boxed; Mattel Monster High 
Lagoona Blue, boxed; Mattel Monster High Clawdeen Wolf, loose; Mattel Monster High Rochelle Goyle, loose; Mattel Monster 
High Sewing Machine, boxed; MGA Lil' Bratz Lil' Athletes board game; MGA Bratz Super Stylin' Game; unchecked for 
completeness; Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £60 - £90 

307. Mattel Barbie and Hasbro Sindy: Sindy I Love Make up Room #18452; Barbie Kitchen Set #67182; Barbie Bathroom 
#67555; Barbie Vet Centre #67597; Barbie Classroom #67114-91; Barbie Scooter Fun #67486-91; Barbie My Size Throne; 2 x 
Barbie Girls MP3 players; all boxed, unchecked for completeness; Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

308. Collection of toys, including: My Little Pony Celebration Castle; Winky pre-school electronic phonics; Fisher Price 
talking Fimbo Music Lights; Fisher Price Florrie Sooth and Glow; V-Tech  musical ball; Marvin's Magic Showtime; Marvin's 
Amazing Magic Show; Night Vision Goggles; Flying Eagle; Tin containing Scooby Doo figures; Fimbles Play Doh Set; Toy Story 
Rex; Tweenies Torch; Doodles and Frog; Hasbro phone; Land and Sky Telescope; Bug Barn; Monopoly Junior; Disney Little 
Mermaid jigsaw; Little Mermaid Castle; Pop to the Shops game; unchecked for completeness, Fair Plus to Good; (qty). 

 £30 - £50 

309. Large quantity of mainly modern children's books, novels, annuals, educational books, jigsaws, etc, includes: JRR 
Tolkien; Roald Dahl; Jodi Taylor; Dan Smith; Willard Price; JK Rowling; Panini Monster High Collector's Binder; Moshi Monsters 
Collector's Guide; Club Penguin; Vintage Ladybird Make and Do Box; Disneys Princess Collection; Bratz Fashion Journals; 
Doctor Who; Skylanders Universe Annual 2014; Mr Men; Walt Disney Classics; Bratz Annual 2009; Hannah Montana; Shirley 
Barber's Classic Fairies Jigsaw Book;  Enid Blyton; Ricky Gervais; The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey Annual 2013; 
Goosebumps RL Stine; Puffin Teenage Fiction Set; V-Tech Nursery Rhymes Book; Top Trumps; etc; Fair Plus to Excellent; 
(large quantity). NB: THIS LOT WILL REQUIRE COLLECTION AS IT IS VERY BULKY AND HEAVY. 

 £10 - £20 

310. Collection of mainly DVDs, plus a few videos, titles include: The Hunger Games; Twilight Saga; Disney; Where the 
Wild Things Are; Monster High; The Snowman; The Flintstones; Scooby Doo; etc, unchecked for correctness; Fair Plus to 
Excellent; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

311. Nintendo DS collection of games, includes: Mario vs Donkey Kong; New Super Mario Bros; etc. Nintendo Wii Ice Age 3 
and Hannah Montana The Movie. Unchecked for correctness; Fair Plus to Excellent; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

312. Collection of games, toys, etc: Hannah Montana Selection Box; Winnie the Pooh 100 Acre Wood musical jewellery 
box; Mattel Barbie B-Book Learning Laptop; MGS Rock Angelz doll; Enchantments Ballerina Musical Treasure Box; 
Enchantments Just in Case Musical Treasure Box; Fiesta Crafts set of soft skittles; ELC Cup Cake Dolls tea set; Barbie On 
Location carry case; Flair Balamory Nursery Wooden Playset; Vivid Games Wibbly Wobbly Egg Race; Ravensburger Balamory 
Giant Floor Puzzle; Marvin's Magic Fifty Amazing Magic Tricks; Moschi Monsters x six; Fimbles Sponge Bob Square Pants and 
other musical instruments; Dinosaurs electronic figure; Doctor Who Sonic Screwdriver and Tardis; Science Time Fingerprint 
Analysis Kit; etc; Fair to Excellent; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 
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313. Dogs and other modern plush toys: Little Tikes Disney Ride On Pluto, 20"/51cm tall; Puppy Grows & Knows Your 
Name pair of interactive plush dogs; Pair of Nintendogs (only with one bottle- used to operate the dogs); Brio Wonderland 
Winnie the Pooh plush play mat; Little Cute Lil' Pups Tikes Rescue Pals Just Born dog; ELC plush crocodile; Balamory three 
plush dolls; untested; Fair Plus to Good; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

314. Collection of Lego, includes: Lego #4886 Designer Set; Lego #221; Creator #6741; Explore #4080; #5475; Duplo 
#5350; plus Meccano Construction #0279; ALL ARE UNCHECKED FOR COMPLETENESS; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

315. Silver Cross vintage doll's pram, finished in maroon, 35"/89cm tall, with a Palitoy vinyl doll, Good. 

 £30 - £40 

316. Merrythought Yeoman of the Guard Beefeater 6ft teddy bear, brown and black plastic eyes, vertically stitched black 
nose, unjointed, brushed nylon pads, with swing label, self standing, faded to front, otherwise Good Plus, 72"/183cm. 

 £150 - £260 

317. Hasbro My Little Pony Dream Castle, with a quantity of ponies, Fair Plus to Good, unchecked for completeness, with 
Poor box (in two pieces); (qty). 

 £40 - £60 

318. Hasbro My Little Pony Dream Castle, with a quantity of ponies, Fair Plus to Good, unchecked for completeness; (qty). 

 £40 - £60 

319. Collection of modern plush toys, includes some TV & Film related: Care Bears; My Little Pony; Hasbro Be Mores; 
Commonwealth Toys Dinomites Collection Dinosaurs; Wrinkles dog; Barbar; Barney & Friends; The Muppets Kermit back pack; 
Tonka Keypers; Bertie Bassett; Hasbro My Special Angel; E.T.; Trudi Harry Potter; My Little Pony The Movie; Digimon; Hong 
Kong Phooey; etc; Fair to Excellent Plus; (large quantity). 

 £20 - £40 

320. Collection of modern plush toys, includes some TV & Film related: Playskool Hobnobbins; Rastamouse; Tonka 
Keypers; Mr Men; Shaun the Sheep; Eden Toys Beatrix Potter Jeremy Fisher; Teletubbies; Miss Piggy; Jurassic Park; Puppy 
Surprise; Hasbro Wing Dings; Pound Puppies; Mr Men; Snoopy; Lots-a-Lots-a-Leggggggs; Joey the Monster; Popples; Alpha 
Critters; etc; Fair to Good; (large quantity). 

 £20 - £40 

321. Collection of modern plush toys, includes some TV & Film related: Ertl Moomin Moominpappa; Shrek; Rupert; Scooby 
Doo; Danger Mouse Greenback Frog; M & S Peter Rabbit; Teletubbies; TY and other beanies; Bananas in Pyjamas; Winnie the 
Pooh; 101 Dalmatians; Disney; etc; Fair to Excellent; (large quantity). 

 £20 - £40 

322. Disney collection of modern plush toys, Fair Plus to Excellent; (large quantity). 

 £20 - £40 

323. Play Time Rainbow Brite collection of twenty-seven King Size jigsaw puzzles (there are three different types), 
unchecked for completeness, appear Good Plus to Excellent; within Fair Plus to Good boxes; (27). 

 £20 - £30 
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324. My Little Pony collection of ponies, books, etc; Poor to Good; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

325. Quantity of modern issue teenage dolls (plus some vintage oddments), includes Fashions by Me Doll with instruction 
sheet, etc; Mattel Barbie; Hasbro Sindy; MGA Bratz; Meritus; also some clothing, etc: Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

326. Special Effects Alpha Critters x eleven vintage plush toys, with some backing cards and tags; Good to Excellent; (11). 

 £30 - £50 

327. Lego Racers and others, collection includes: Racers Off Road Race Track #4588; Racers Stunt Race Track #4586; 
Racers Hot Scorcher #4584; Racers Exo Force Bike #8354; Racers Pulse #4575; Racers Nitro Pulverizer #4585; Racers 
Slammer Raptor #8469; Racers Stone Buster #8468; Racers Slammer G-Force #8470; Racers Star Burst #4591; Racers 
Maverick Sprinter #4594; Racers Red Bullet #4582; Racers #6471; Racers Maverick Storm #4583; Racers Flash Turbo #4590; 
Racers Red Monster #4592; Lego System #3056; Lego Storage Head S; all are unchecked for completeness, Fair to Excellent; 
(qty). 

 £30 - £40 

328. Puppy in My Pocket and other similar miniatures, includes: Puppyville Hotel; Pound Purries baskets; Panda Hut; Pound 
Purries Miss Fifi's Beauty Shop/Pretty Pets Beauty Contest; Puppy in My Pocket carry case; Animal Hospital Polar Adventure; 
Bear Watch; miscellaneous dogs, bears, etc; Fair to Good; unchecked for completeness; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

329. Collection of TV and Film related plastic figures, some are still packaged, others are loose, and other related 
memorabilia, to include: Johnny Quest Parries Wave Ranger, boxed; Gerry Anderson Space Precinct Slomo carded figure 
(bubble is lifting); Star Trek Warp Collection Spock; Batman the Animated Series Sunglasses (card is opened); Bandai Saban's 
Masked Rider carded; Tron Legacy Deluxe Sam Flynn, Deluxe Rinzler, Deluxe Clu and Deluxe Black Guard ALL ARE 
RESEALS; Toy Biz Hercules Salmoneus (opened); Ideal Tarzan Adventures Dino-Armored, sealed; Teenage Mutant Ninja 
Turtles; Ocean Nintendo GAME BOY ROAD RASH cassette; Action Man; Transformers; Flintstones; Alien Files; plus many 
more loose figure; all are unchecked for completeness; Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

330. Star Wars collectables: Galoob Micro Machines Shadows of the Empire III sealed, on card; Lego Star Wars Darth 
Vader #75111, opened, Lego Star Wars Luke Skywalker #75110, opened; Lego Star Wars annual 2017 (missing figures); Darth 
Maul and Darth Vader backpacks; Chewbacca bath robe; Rogue One tinplate bin, annuals; Fair to Near Mint, within Fair to 
Good Plus packaging; (qty). 

 £10 - £20 

331. Collection of games, jigsaws, annuals, etc, includes: Texas Hold 'Em Poker Set; DY Toy battery operated Pterodactyl, 
boxed; Wordsearch Game (sealed); Thomas the tank Engine & friends jigsaw; Sultans of the Wind Game (sealed); 
Waddingtons Rainbow Brite jigsaw; Arrow Smurfs jigsaw; Motorised Scooby Doo Escape the Phantom Game; Moon Dreamers 
Annual 1988; various Disney LP records; unchecked for completeness, Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

332. Lunch boxes, mugs, glasses, Thermos containers, etc, includes: Sylvanian Families lunch box x five; Fireman Sam; 
Barbie; E.T.; Postman Pat; Mighty Morphin Power Rangers; Wuzzles; The Amazing Spider-Man; Sesame Street; etc; Good to 
Excellent Plus; (qty). 

 £15 - £25 
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333. Collection of toys, including: Fisher Price Roll Around School Playground, 1995; nursery mobile; Fisher Price Music 
Box Mobile- plays Brahm's Lullaby; Tomy box of Hide & Squeak eggs; Bags and pencil cases- Disney, Pokemon, Ed the Duck, 
etc; Marvel Comics duvet; roller skates x two pairs; Petite my first Typewriter; Thomas the Tank Engine & Friends Play Track; 
MB Games Game of Life; Pocahontas Indian Decorations Craft Set; Streak Racing Track; Disney Beauty & The Beast Mrs 
Potts Tea Pot; South Park Chef animated alarm clock; Warner Bros Studio Shop Honey Bunny in the Bath; quantity of VHS 
videos; etc; Fair to Good, unchecked for completeness; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

334. Corgi CC99106 007 The Definitive Collection Bond Film Canister 4-piece set, Near Mint to Mint, within Fair Plus to 
Good packaging; Paul's Model Art (Minichamps) James Bond 1/18th scale diecast Aston Martin V12 Vanquish, metallic grey, 
silver and chrome trim, Good Plus to Excellent, within Good window box; Paul's Model Art (Minichamps) James Bond 1/18th 
scale diecast Ford Thunderbird, dark peach, silver and chrome trim, Good Plus to Excellent, within Good window box; Paul's 
Model Art (Minichamps) James Bond 1/18th scale diecast Jaguar XKR Roadster, metallic green, silver trim, Good Plus to 
Excellent, within Good window box; Titans vinyl figures Ghostbusters EXTO-1 car, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, within Excellent 
box; Eaglemoss Batman Buggy, Fair Plus; (6). 

 £50 - £70 

335. PS4 Homefront The Revolution GOLIATH Collector's Edition, DOES NOT INCLUDE disc, with hard back book, Goliath 
vehicle, Excellent Plus, incomplete, within Good box; Static Arts Bust No 01, Final Fantasy XIII Lightning, Mint, within Excellent 
Plus box; Bandai Final Fantasy the Spirits Within Aki Ross figure, Mint, sealed, upon Fair Plus card; Final Fantasy XIII shop 
display vinyl banner, Fair to Fair Plus; etc; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

336. WowWee three toys: ROBORAPTOR remote control RC Dinosaur Raptor toy, large 32" long x 10" high; ROBOSAPIEN 
remote control RC robot toy, large 22" tall; plus smaller ROBOSAPIEN 9"; all are untested, Fair to Good; (3). 

 £10 - £20 

337. Collection of dolls, Care Bear related and other toys: Mattel Cabbage Patch Kids Pretty Fashion and Sailor Fashion 
carded outfits; Mattel Wee Lil Miss Swim 'N Ski carded outfit; Teltoy Victoria Plum; Toy Max Bubble Tots boxed doll; Bluebird 
yellow Cat; Rosedew Disney Donald's, Mickey's and Cinderella's Picture Soaps, boxed; Disney TsumTsum Bee; Winnie the 
Pooh My First Christmas picture frame; Winnie the Pooh small plastic figures; Bullyland and other Disney plastic figures; 
tinplate and plastic badges; Care Bear plastic figures, Wendy knitting pattern, soap, stationery, Care Bears to the Rescue LP 
record, etc; Keypers; plus others; Fair to Good Plus; (qty). 

 £30 - £50 

338. Collection of plastic figures and other toys, includes Disney 1001 Dalmatians- figures, jigsaw, kaleidoscope, poster art, 
etc; Rainbow Brite; Muffin the Mule; Pedigree Babies; etc; Fair to Good; (qty). 

 £20 - £30 

The London Teenage Fashion Doll Collection 

339. Palitoy Pippa vintage doll, slight blue tinge around right eye, otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint. 

 £30 - £40 

340. Palitoy vintage Pippa Britt doll, Near Mint. 

 £30 - £40 
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341. Palitoy vintage Pippa Emma/Rosemary doll, Near Mint. 

 £30 - £40 

342. Palitoy vintage Pippa Marie doll, Near Mint. 

 £30 - £40 

343. Palitoy vintage Pippa Tammie doll, Near Mint. 

 £30 - £40 

344. Uneeda Little Miss Dollikin 6 1/2" fashion doll, Near Mint; plus three miniature (Made in Hong Kong) fashion dolls, 3 
3/4"; (4). 

 £30 - £40 

345. Palitoy Pippa collection of clothing and accessories; Excellent Plus to Near Mint; (qty). 

 £60 - £90 

346. Palitoy Pippa boxed Bride vintage doll, Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent box. 

 £60 - £90 

347. Palitoy Pippa boxed Bridesmaid vintage doll, Near Mint to Mint, within Good (plastic front has a hole) box. 

 £60 - £90 

348. Palitoy Pippa Mandy boxed vintage doll, Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent box. 

 £60 - £90 

349. Faerie Glen Gigi 11 1/2" fully jointed vintage blonde fashion doll, Near Mint to Mint, within Excellent box (base is 
faded). 

 £30 - £40 

350. Faerie Glen Gigi 11 1/2" fully jointed vintage auburn fashion doll, Near Mint to Mint, within Excellent box (base is 
faded). 

 £30 - £40 

351. Faerie Glen collection of ten carded vintage fashions for Gigi and other teenage dolls, Near Mint to Mint, within Good to 
Excellent packaging; (10). 

 £50 - £60 

352. Uneeda Dollikin 11 1/2" articulated vintage doll, auburn, Near Mint, with a variety of Excellent Plus to Near Mint 
clothing; (qty). 

 £50 - £70 
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353. Hornby Flower Fairies dolls x five, boxed; plus Pixie doll, boxed; pair of deluxe clothing outfits- Poppy and Stork's Bill; 
all are Near Mint to Mint, within Good to Excellent Plus boxes; together with some loose clothing, Excellent Plus; (qty). 

 £80 - £100 

354. Hornby Flower Fairies dolls x six, includes Fairy Princess and Rocking Throne; Healing Fairy and Pixie; three Fairies 
and a Pixie; Excellent Plus to Near Mint, within Good to Excellent Plus boxes; (6). 

 £80 - £100 

355. Palitoy Tressy vintage brunette doll, together with hairstyle magazine, Excellent Plus to Near Mint, with key; also 
includes three carded outfits, Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent Plus packaging; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

356. Miss Amanda Jane x two boxed dolls, plus Amanda Jane Bride boxed doll, Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to 
Excellent Plus packaging; (3). 

 £40 - £50 

357. Miss Amanda Jane eight x carded outfits, Near Mint to Mint, within Good to Excellent packaging; (8). 

 £40 - £50 

358. Amanda Jane x five carded outfits and Amanda Jane Baby three x carded outfits, Near Mint to Mint, within Fair Plus to 
Excellent packaging; (8). 

 £40 - £50 

359. Amanda Jane Girl three x carded outfits, Near Mint to Mint, within Good to Good Plus packaging; (3). 

 £25 - £35 

360. Blue Box vinyl and other hard plastic vintage dolls, with some very well made hand-knitted clothing; Excellent Plus to 
Near Mint; (qty). 

 £15 - £30 

361. Rexard hard plastic vintage dolls, dressed in provincial and historical costume, mainly boxed; etc; Fair to Excellent; 
(qty). 

 £20 - £40 

362. Shillman Mini-Mod (Barbie clone) pair of 11 1/2" boxed fashion blonde and brunette vintage dolls, plus nine x carded 
fashions, Near Mint to Mint, within Fair Plus to Excellent Plus packaging; (11). 

 £30 - £50 

363. BBI Toys Dream Girl USA (Barbie clone) vintage vinyl doll and four carded outfits, Near Mint to Mint, within Fair to 
Good packaging; (5). 

 £20 - £30 

364. Mattel The Heart Family pair of boxed dolls and three carded outfits: Surprise Party Mom and Baby, #2381; Mom and 
Baby. #9078; Mom and Baby Fashions- #9594, #9595, #9596; Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent Plus packaging; 
(5). 

 £40 - £50 
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365. British Home Stores (BHS) Natalie fashion model vintage vinyl doll x two, plus nine carded outfits, Near Mint to Mint, 
within Fair Plus to Good Plus packaging; (11). 

 £40 - £50 

366. Chad Valley Suzie and Brad 11 1/2" fashion dolls x four; together with seven x carded fashions; Near Mint to Mint, 
within Fair Plus to Excellent packaging; (11). 

 £40 - £50 

367. Hunter Toys Pastiche twelve carded fashions (to fit 11 1/2" and 12" fashion dolls), Near Mint to Mint, within Good to 
Excellent Plus packaging; (12). 

 £40 - £50 

368. Debenhams Debbie Sport 11 1/2" fashion doll (Sindy clone) x two, plus four carded fashions, Near Mint to Mint, within 
Good to Excellent packaging; (6). 

 £30 - £50 

369. Hamleys five carded outfits, fits teenage dolls 10" - 12" tall, Near Mint to Mint, within Good to Excellent packaging; (5). 

 £25 - £35 

370. Delavennat Sporty Perle (France) fashion doll, together with ten carded outfits; Near Mint to Mint, within Good to 
Excellent Plus packaging; (11). 

 £40 - £50 

371. Lundby / Plasty (West Germany) Petra pair of fashion dolls, plus Dream Fred doll; together with five carded outfits; 
Near Mint to Mint, within Fair Plus to Excellent packaging; (6). 

 £40 - £60 

372. Collection of teenage fashion vintage dolls, includes: Funtastic Katie doll; Turbo Toys Josephine; Mecodoll Jessica; 
Halsall My Toy Jewellery doll; Hong Kong plastic Fashion doll; Play Makers Dream Bride; PMS Party Girl Princess; Castle Toys 
Model Girl; Woolworths Worthit! Fashion Doll; Ocean Toys Little Ballerina 6 1/2" doll; FH Judy's Design 100 piece set, includes 
111/2" doll and smaller 6" doll, with clothing, etc; Vivid Imaginations Kitty in my Pocket Snack 'n' Nap playset; Near Mint to Mint, 
within Fair to Excellent packaging; (12). 

 £50 - £60 

373. Collection of teenage fashion vintage dolls, includes: Remus Esprit Toys Jala Back to School; Fu Wing Industrial Co 
Ltd Genny doll; Mecodoll Susi Fashion Doll Gift Set; Sum Sum Fashions and Toys Sandy and her Fashions set; M & C Active 
Betty with her Whole Day Outfits; Near Mint to Mint, within Good to Excellent packaging; (5). 

 £30 - £40 

374. Totsy MFG Co (Hong Kong) fashion dolls: Evening Splendour 11 1/2" fashion doll with two complete outfits and 
accessories; Playtime Sandi x three; Fiesta International doll; Fantasy Sandi; Indian Princess; Near Mint to Mint, within Good to 
Excellent packaging; (7). 

 £40 - £60 

375. Collection of dolls, including Breyer Brenda Breyer Action Rider Doll; Pony World Fully Jointed Rider doll; Remus Esprit 
Toys (West Germany) Jala Snowboard doll; BBI Coca Cola Active Sportswear doll, plus four carded fashions; Good to Near 
Mint, within Fair Plus to Excellent Plus packaging; (8). 

 £40 - £50 
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376. Simba Steffi Love teenage dolls x six plus another: Steffi Love Teeni; New York; Maui; Evi's Mountain Bike; My First 
School Day and Funtime Kevin. Giochi Preziosi Tanya Ice-Cream. Excellent to Mint, within Good to Excellent packaging; (7). 

 £30 - £50 

377. Collection of vintage carded outfits for teenage fashion dolls, includes: Glad Rags; Telitoy Flower Princess x two; Tina 
Mod Fashions x two; Miss Sweeteen Fashions x four; Castle Toys Model Girl x two; Kirsty Sports Wear x two; Fabbri 
Publications Vicki in Switzerland and Tudor England; Near Mint to Mint, within Good to Excellent packaging; (15). 

 £30 - £40 

378. Hasbro Jem Rio 12 1/2" doll, Near Mint to Mint, within Excellent Plus packaging. 

 £50 - £70 

379. A Disney doll from Pedigree Alice in Wonderland vintage doll, tip of nose is discoloured, otherwise Near Mint, within 
Good box. 

 £60 - £90 

380. A Disney doll from Pedigree Snow White vintage doll, otherwise Near Mint to Mint, within Good box. 

 £60 - £90 

381. Pedigree Mitzi Sindy's Continental Cousin vintage doll, EMPTY BOX ONLY, Fair Plus to Good. 

 £40 - £50 

382. Pedigree Patch Sindy's little sister vintage doll, brunette, Excellent, within Fair box. 

 £60 - £70 

383. Pedigree Patch Sindy's little sister vintage doll, blonde, Good. 

 £40 - £50 

384. Pedigree Patch Sindy's little sister vintage doll, blonde, Good Plus. 

 £40 - £50 

385. Pedigree Vicky Sindy's English friend vintage doll, blonde, Good. 

 £50 - £60 

386. Pedigree Sindy vintage doll, EMPTY BOX ONLY, Fair. 

 £15 - £30 

387. British 13 1/2" teenage vintage dolls, pair, brunette and blonde, Fair Plus to Good; (2). 

 £30 - £40 
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388. Pedigree Sindy vintage doll, blonde, hair has been cut, lashes are missing from left eye, Fair Plus to Good. 

 £25 - £35 

389. Pedigree Sindy Summertime Fun doll, #44716, brunette, Good, head is sticky, within Good box. 

 £30 - £40 

390. Pedigree Sindy vintage doll, blonde, Excellent. 

 £30 - £40 

391. Pedigree Sindy vintage doll, blonde, Excellent. 

 £30 - £40 

392. Collection of hand knitted clothing, suitable for dolls and teddy bears, Excellent; (qty). 

 £20 - £40 

393. Collection of doll's clothing, large quantity, includes Pedigree Sindy and others, Good to Excellent; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

394. Collection of doll's clothing, large quantity, includes Pedigree Sindy and others, Good to Excellent; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

395. Collection of teenage fashion vintage clone dolls, etc; Excellent to Near Mint; (qty). 

 £30 - £40 

396. Pedigree Sindy Starlight doll, #42011, blonde, Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent box. 

 £40 - £60 

397. Pedigree Sindy Star Dance doll, #42002, brunette, Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent box. 

 £40 - £60 

398. Pedigree Sindy Holiday Girl doll, #44763, blonde, Near Mint to Mint, within Excellent box. 

 £40 - £60 

399. Pedigree Sindy Party Girl doll, #44762, dark brunette/black, Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent box. 

 £40 - £60 
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400. Pedigree Sindy Fashion Fun doll, #42013, blonde, Near Mint to Mint, within Excellent box. 

 £40 - £60 

401. Pedigree Sindy Super Fashion x three carded vintage outfits: #44379; #44376 and #44378; Near Mint to Mint, within 
Good Plus to Excellent Plus packaging; (3). 

 £60 - £90 

402. Pedigree Sindy Tartan Touch #44321 and Gypsy Lady #44341 carded vintage outfits, Near Mint to Mint, within Fair 
Plus to Good Plus packaging; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

403. Pedigree Miss Sindy Lingerie #44364, Spring Time #44366 and #44349 carded vintage outfits, Near Mint to Mint, 
within Good to Excellent packaging; (3). 

 £60 - £90 

404. Pedigree Miss Sindy Rodeo #44365, #44348 and #44344 carded vintage outfits, Good to Mint, within Good to 
Excellent packaging; (3). 

 £60 - £90 

405. Pedigree Sindy Collection #44130 and #44135 carded vintage outfits, Near Mint to Mint, within Good to Good Plus 
packaging; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

406. Pedigree Sindy Classics #44140 and #44142 carded vintage outfits, Near Mint to Mint, within Good packaging; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

407. Pedigree Sindy Boutique eight x carded vintage outfits: #44107; #43017; #44010; #43035; #44018; #44012; #43040 
and #44014; Near Mint to Mint, within Good to Excellent Plus packaging; (8). 

 £80 - £100 

408. Pedigree Sindy Boutique seven x carded vintage outfits: #43013; #43014 x 2; #43038; #43017; #44021; #44021; Near 
Mint to Mint, within Good to Excellent Plus packaging; (7). 

 £70 - £90 

409. Pedigree Sindy Fantasia x two and Casuals x eight carded vintage outfits: Fantasia #43064 and 43065; Casuals 
#44004, #44001, #44006, #43002, #43005, #43003, #43001, #43004; Good to Mint, within Good to Excellent Plus packaging; 
(10). 

 £80 - £100 

410. Pedigree Sindy Style two x carded vintage outfits: #43072 and #43071; plus three outfits on the inner card (outer 
packaging is missing), Near Mint to Mint, within Good to Excellent Plus packaging; (5). 

 £30 - £40 

411. Pedigree Sindy Mix n' Match seven x carded vintage outfits: #44066, #44063, #44062 x 2, Super T Shirt Offer x 3; Near 
Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent Plus packaging; (7). 

 £60 - £90 
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412. Pedigree Sindy Mix n' Match seven x carded vintage outfits: #44054, #44058, #44329, #44332, #44061, #44100, 
#44105; Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent Plus packaging; (7). 

 £60 - £90 

413. Pedigree Sindy Separates six x carded vintage outfits: #44030 x 2, #44031, #44034, #44032, #44042; Near Mint to 
Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent Plus packaging; (6). 

 £50 - £60 

414. Pedigree Sindy Boutique nine x carded vintage outfits: #44122, #44080, #44085, #44084, #44083, #44202, #44070, 
#44206, #44071; Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent Plus packaging; (9). 

 £80 - £100 

415. Pedigree My First Sindy vintage doll, #42041, Near Mint to Mint, within Excellent to Excellent Plus box. 

 £30 - £50 

416. Pedigree Marie vintage doll, Sindy's Friend, #42100, Near Mint to Mint, within Excellent to Excellent Plus box. 

 £30 - £50 

417. Pedigree Marie vintage doll, Sindy's Friend, #42150, Near Mint to Mint, within Good to Good Plus box. 

 £30 - £50 

418. Pedigree Mark vintage doll, Sindy's Friend, #42101, Near Mint to Mint, within Fair Plus to Good box. 

 £20 - £30 

419. Pedigree Miss Sindy vintage doll, #42060, Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent box. 

 £30 - £50 

420. Pedigree Sindy Romance and Roses vintage doll, #42047, designed by Emanuel (London), Near Mint to Mint, within 
Excellent box. 

 £40 - £60 

421. Pedigree Elegance vintage carded outfit, #43172, designed by Emanuel (London), Near Mint to Mint, within Good box. 

 £20 - £30 

422. Pedigree Miss Sindy pair of vintage carded outfits, #43154 and #43150, Near Mint to Mint, within Excellent packaging; 
(2). 

 £10 - £20 

423. Hasbro Sindy pair of vintage dolls, Romance 'n Roses, #8130 and My First Sindy #8000, Near Mint to Mint, within 
Good Plus to Excellent boxes; (2). 

 £30 - £40 
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424. Hasbro Sindy six x boxed vintage dolls, City Girl #8120, Super Star #8250, Super Cool Sindy #8170, Double Fun 
#8030, Paul Sindy's Friend #8070; Sindy Fashion Girl #8060; Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent boxes; (6). 

 £40 - £50 

425. Hasbro Sindy four x vintage dolls: Sindy Make-Me-Up #8230, Free Wheelin' Sindy #8125, Free Wheelin' Paul #8160, 
Chad Valley Hasbro Woolworths Sindy Golden Beach #S/N 0704; Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent Plus 
packaging; (4). 

 £30 - £40 

426. Hasbro Sindy six x vintage dolls: Paradise Sindy #18408, Disney Club Sindy #8020, Sweet Dreams Sindy #8220, Hot 
Looks Sindy #8063, Ballerina Sindy #8049, Lovely Lace Sindy #8156; Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent Plus 
packaging; (6). 

 £40 - £60 

427. Hasbro Sindy five x vintage dolls: Monte Carlo Sindy #18381, Disco Dazzle Sindy #8057, Swimming Sindy #18349, 
Summer Looks Paul #18414, Sindy Colour Magic #18364; Near Mint to Mint, within Good to Excellent boxes, (5). 

 £40 - £50 

428. Hasbro Sindy Hot Hot Collection: Fashion Mixer 1 x three- #8540, Fashion Mixer 2 x two- #8570; Fashion Mixer 3 x 
five- #8600; Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent Plus packaging; (10). 

 £40 - £50 

429. Hasbro Sindy City Girl vintage carded fashions: Dotty Braces and Mini Pop; Fashion Mixer 1 x five #8540; Fashion 
Mixer 2 x eight #8570; Steppin' Out #8450 and Toppin' Up #8480; plus four x fashions (inner carded section only- missing outer 
plastic wrapping and top of card); Near Mint to Mint, within Fair to Excellent packaging; (21). 

 £50 - £70 

430. Hasbro Sindy vintage carded fashions: Three Wishes Collection 3 Charms pair of outfits #C-831 Silver Dream and 
Glamorous in Gold; T-Shirts x three #C-832; Paul Sportswear x two #C-222; Paul Fashions #-222; Sindy Jetaway Collection x 
two #8503; Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent packaging; (10). 

 £40 - £60 

431. Hasbro Sindy vintage carded fashions: My First Sindy Fashions x three #8200; Sindy Party Girl fashions x two #8205; 
Sindy Party Letter Collection #C-411; Sindy Sportswear #C-411; Super Star Sindy Fashions x two- #H-15 Golden Light and 
Blue Haze; Paul His Fashions x two- Special Night Out and Jump into action; Near Mint to Mint, within Good to Near Mint 
packaging; (11). 

 £40 - £60 

432. Hasbro Sindy Fashion Street Collection vintage outfits: Fashion Mixers 1 x eight # #8545; Fashion Mixers 3 x three 
#8575; Fashion Mixers 3 x eight #8605; Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Near Mint packaging; (19). 

 £40 - £60 

433. Mattel Disney three dolls: Euro Disney Beauty and the Beast Belle #1647; The Hunchback of Notre Dame Esmerelda 
#15311 (box has lower corner piece torn away to rear); Pocahontas Sun Colours #13330; Near Mint to Mint, within Fair Plus to 
Good Plus packaging; (3). 

 £20 - £30 

434. Mattel Beach Dazzle pair of teenage fashion dolls: Asha #5777 and Michelle #5775; Near Mint to Mint, within Good 
Plus to Excellent packaging; (2). 

 £20 - £30 
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435. Mattel Beautiful Bride teenage fashion vintage doll, 1976, #9907, Excellent Plus (costume a little yellowed), within 
Good box. 

 £30 - £40 

436. Mattel Barbie vintage Dolls of the World x seven: India Barbie #3897, 1981; Mexican Barbie #1917, 1988; Norwegian 
Barbie #14450, 1995; Japanese Barbie #14163, 1995; Mexican Barbie #14449, 1995; German Barbie #12698, 1994; Irish 
Barbie #12998, 1994; Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent Plus packaging; (7). 

 £50 - £70 

437. Mattel Barbie vintage Dolls of the World x six: Spanish Barbie #4963, 1991; Native American Barbie #1753, 1992; 
Italian Barbie #2256, 1992; Kenyan Barbie #1181, 1993; Chinese Barbie #11180, 1993; Polynesian Barbie #12700, 1994; Near 
Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent Plus packaging; (6). 

 £40 - £60 

438. Mattel Barbie Magic Curl vintage doll, #3856, 1981, Near Mint to Mint, within Good packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

439. Mattel My First Barbie vintage doll, #1875, 1980, Near Mint to Mint, within Excellent to Excellent Plus box. 

 £40 - £50 

440. Mattel Barbie and Skipper vintage dolls x three: Barbie Jeans, #3901, 1981; Barbie Jogging, #3986, 1981; Barbie 
Skipper Jeans, #3902, 1979; Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent Plus packaging; (3). 

 £60 - £90 

441. Mattel Barbie Angel Face vintage doll, #5640, 1982, Near Mint to Mint, within Fair Plus to Good box (sellotape across 
front); together with Fluff Barbie doll's cuddly kitten, #5524, 1982, Near Mint to Mint, within Good box; (2). 

 £40 - £50 

442. Mattel Barbie and Skipper vintage dolls x three: Ballerina #4983, 1983, Great Shape Skipper #7312, 1983; Barbie 
Fashion Play #7193, 1983; Near Mint to Mint, within Excellent to Excellent Plus boxes; (3). 

 £40 - £60 

443. Mattel Barbie vintage dolls pair: Great Shape Barbie #7311, 1983; Fabulous Fur #7093, 1983; Near Mint to Mint, within 
Excellent to Excellent Plus boxes; (2). 

 £50 - £70 

444. Mattel Barbie vintage dolls pair: Loving You Barbie #7072, 1983; Happy Birthday Barbie #1922, 1983; Near Mint to 
Mint, within Excellent to Excellent Plus packaging; (2). 

 £50 - £70 

445. Mattel Barbie vintage dolls pair: My First Barbie #1875, 1984; Gift Giving Barbie #1922, 1985, Near Mint to Mint, within 
Good Plus to Excellent Plus packaging; (2). 

 £40 - £60 

446. Mattel Barbie vintage dolls pair: Tropical Barbie #1017, 1985; Tropical Ken #1020, 1985; Near Mint to Mint, within 
Good Plus to Excellent Plus boxes; (2). 

 £30 - £40 
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447. Mattel Barbie Dream Glow Vintage doll #2248, 1985, Near Mint to Mint, within Excellent to Excellent Plus box. 

 £40 - £60 

448. Mattel Barbie, Skipper and Marina four vintage dolls: Skipper Jewel Secrets Reporter #3133, 1986; Fashion Play 
Barbie #3075, 1986, waistcoat has degrading to surface, box lid is missing flap; Tropical Marina #4065, 1987; Tropical Barbie 
#4061, 1987; Good to Mint, within Fair Plus to Excellent Plus boxes; (4). 

 £40 - £60 

449. Mattel Barbie, Ken and Skipper Tennis three vintage dolls: Barbie Tennis #1760, 1986; Ken Tennis #1761; Skipper 
Tennis #1762, 1986; Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes; (3). 

 £50 - £60 

450. Mattel Barbie Princess Laura Jewel Secrets vintage doll #3179, 1986, Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent 
box. 

 £40 - £60 

451. Mattel Barbie and Skipper California vintage dolls pair: Barbie California #4439, 1987; Skipper California #4440, 1987 

 £30 - £40 

452. Mattel Barbie vintage dolls pair: Barbie Super Hair #3101, 1986; Barbie Ballet #1788, 1986; Near Mint to Mint, within 
Fair Plus to Good Plus boxes; (2). 

 £30 - £40 

453. Mattel Barbie Princess Laura Perfume Pretty vintage doll #4557, 1987, Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent 
box. 

 £40 - £50 

454. Mattel Barbie vintage dolls x three: Dr Barbie #3850, 1987; Barbie Dress Me #4558, 1987; Barbie Party Pink #4629, 
1987; Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent Plus packaging; (3). 

 £40 - £60 

455. Mattel Barbie and Skipper vintage dolls x three: Sun Magic Barbie #3237, 1988; Teen Time Skipper #1951, 1988; St 
Tropez Barbie #2096, 1988; Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent Plus packaging; (3). 

 £30 - £40 

456. Mattel Barbie and Jazzie vintage dolls x three: Barbie Jeans #1189, 1988; Barbie Fashion Play #1376, 1988; High 
School Jazzie #3635, 1988, cool teen cousin of Barbie; Near Mint to Mint, within Excellent to Excellent Plus packaging; (3). 

 £30 - £40 

457. Mattel Barbie Christie, Steven and Marina vintage dolls x three: Barbie Christie Wet 'n Wild #4121, 1989; Barbie 
Steven Wet 'n Wild #4137, 1989; Barbie Marina Sun Magic #3244, 1988; Near Mint to Mint, within Excellent to Excellent Plus 
packaging; (3). 

 £30 - £40 
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458. Mattel Barbie, Teresa and Marina vintage dolls x four: Barbie All Stars Teresa #9353, 1989; Aqua Magic Marina #4120, 
1989; Fashion Play Barbie #7231, 1989; My First Barbie #9943, 1989; Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent Plus 
packaging; (4). 

 £40 - £60 

459. Mattel Barbie vintage dolls x four: Barbie Unicef #1920, 1989; Barbie Suncharm #9933, 1989; Fun to Dress Barbie 
#4939, 1989; Near Mint to Mint, within Fair Plus to Excellent packaging; (3). 

 £40 - £50 

460. Mattel Barbie Marina, Midge and Ken three vintage dolls: Barbie Marina United Colors of Benetton #9409, 1990; Midge 
Ski Fun #7513, 1990; Ken Ultra Hair #1115, 1991; Near Mint to Mint, within Excellent to Excellent Plus packaging; (3). 

 £40 - £60 

461. Mattel Barbie, Ken, Marina, Courtney and Todd vintage dolls x five: Fun to Dress Barbie #2763, 1992; Glitter Beach 
Ken #4904, 1992; Glitter Beach Marina #4924, 1992; Cheerleader Courtney #3993, 1992; Party 'n Play Todd #7003, 1992; 
Near Mint to Mint, within Excellent to Excellent Plus packaging; (5). 

 £50 - £70 

462. Mattel Barbie, Teresa and Christie three vintage dolls: Baywatch Barbie #13199, 1994; Baywatch Teresa #13201, 
1994; Christie Tropical Splash #12451, 1994, with Flower Fragrance; Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent Plus 
packaging; (3). 

 £40 - £60 

463. Mattel Barbie, Midge, Ken, Christie and Teresa vintage dolls x six: Nature Midge #11077, 1993; Shaving Fun Ken 
#12956, 1994; Sparkle Beach Christie #14355, 1995; Jewel Hair Mermaid Teresa #14588, 1995; Miami Christie #16174, 1996; 
American Stories Collection Second Edition Pioneer Barbie, #14756, 1995; Near Mint to Mint, within Fair Plus to Excellent Plus 
packaging; (6). 

 £70 - £90 

464. Mattel Barbie, Teresa, Christie, Skipper, Tommy, Jenny and Chelsea vintage dolls x nine: Teresa #18579, 1997; Cool 
Colours Barbie #20122, 1997; Cool Colours Christie #19667, 1997; Easter Style Barbie #17651, 1997; Cool Colours Teen 
Skipper #19666, 1997; Pearl Beach Christie #185578, 1997; Tommy #16058 20852, 1998; Shelly #16058 18653 and Chelsea 
#16058 18911; Near Mint to Mint, within Excellent to Excellent Plus packaging; (9). 

 £80 - £120 

465. Mattel Barbie, Midge, Teresa, vintage dolls x six plus Dress-Up Pets: Avon Winter Splendour #19357, 1998; Barbie 
Pretty Flowers #24652, 1999; Surf City Midge #28421, 2000; Florida Teresa #20537, 1998; Bowling Party Stacie #22013, 1998; 
Barbie Jewel Girl #28667, 2000; Barbie Dress-Up Pets #67388, 2000; Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent Plus 
packaging; (7). 

 £40 - £60 

466. Mattel Barbie, Steven and Ken vintage dolls x nine: Barbie Fruit Style #53856, 2001; Steven Concert Date #53963, 
2001; Barbie Boutique #56432, 2002; Barbie Boutique #56433, 2002; Barbie Style #B6390, 2003; Barbie Ballerina #L8548, 
2007; Barbie Glam #M3501; Barbie Fashion Fever #M4227 L9542, 2007; Ken Fashionistas #T4893 V3397, 2010; Near Mint to 
Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent Plus packaging; (9). 

 £40 - £60 

467. Mattel Barbie, Teresa, Kira and Gillian Fashion Fever dolls #H0644 x eight, plus pair of Fashion Fever accessories, 
2004-2005: Barbie; Teresa x three; Kayla; Kira; Gillian; Drew; plus a pair of boxed hat and handbag accessory pack #H0883; 
Near Mint to Mint, within Fair to Excellent packaging; (10). 

 £50 - £60 
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468. Mattel Barbie Rock Stars vintage dolls x four, 1985: Diva #2427 1210; Dee Dee #1141 1210; Derek #2128 1210; 
Barbie #1140 1210, fingers are missing on right hand, costume faded, in torn, crushed and discoloured box; Fair to Mint, within 
Poor Plus to Good Plus packaging; (4). 

 £50 - £70 

469. Mattel Barbie Rock Stars vintage dolls x four, 1986: Ken #3131; Dee Dee #3160; Dana #3158; Diva #3159; Near Mint 
to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent packaging; (4). 

 £60 - £80 

470. Mattel Barbie vintage carded outfits x five, 1979-1980: Fashion Favourites Beach Dazzler #1939 1941; Fashion 
Favourites #3787 1941; Fashion Collectibles #3680 1909; Fashion Collectibles #3687 5170; Best Buy Fashions #1360 1431; 
Near Mint to Mint, within Good to Excellent packaging; (5). 

 £20 - £30 

471. Mattel Barbie vintage carded outfits x nine, 1979-1980: Designer Originals #3239 1959; Barbie & Ken Wedding Party 
Fashions Bridesmaid's Dream!; Barbie & Ken Wedding Party Fashions Flower Girl Frills for Skipper; Twice as Nice Reversible 
Fashions #4821; Fashion Favourites Pink Perfection #1402 1941; Fashion Favourites Casual Chic #1940 1941; Designer 
Originals #5150; Beginner's Fashions Slip on 'N Tie Slinkeroo #1372 1374; My First Ma Premiere Barbie #3677 5169; Near Mint 
to Mint, within Good to Excellent packaging; (9). 

 £40 - £60 

472. Mattel Barbie A Genuine Barbie Fashion vintage carded outfits x ten, 1982: Wedding of the Year Here Comes the 
Bride #5743 5750; Wedding of the Year Bridesmaid's Dream #5745 5750; Fashion Classics Picnic Fun! #5706 5657; Fashion 
Classics Garden Party #5701 5657; Fashion classics Fancy Pants! #5703 5657; Fashion Fun Candlelight Nights! #5898 5748; 
Fashion fun Sophisticated Lady #5720 5748; Fashion fun Romantic Nights #5712 5748; Fashion Fantasy Shine at the Party 
#5546 5656; My First Barbie My first ski trip! #5612 5756; Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent packaging; (10). 

 £50 - £70 

473. Mattel Barbie vintage carded outfits x seven, 1982-1984: A Genuine Barbie Fashion Wedding of the Year Bridesmaid's 
Dream Skipper #5746 5750 (neat ink notation to front); Designer Collection #124 1978; Haute Couture Collection #9149; Haute 
Couture Collection #7202 (box torn to foot); Haute Couture Collection #9148; Designer Collection #7080; Twice As Nice 
Reversible Fashions #4824; Near Mint to Mint, within Fair Plus to Excellent packaging; (7). 

 £50 - £70 

474. Mattel Barbie vintage carded outfits x sixteen, 1984: Fashion Fun #2086 x 2; #2088; #2089; #2090 x 2; #2091; #2092. 
Fashion Fun #7906; #7908; #7909; #7910; #7913; #7915. Fashion Extras #9867 x 2. Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to 
Excellent Plus packaging; (16). 

 £40 - £60 

475. Mattel Barbie vintage carded outfits x eleven, 1985-1986: Ken Dream Glow Fashions Suit glows in the Dark! #2193; 
Barbie Dream Glows Fashions Gown glows in the dark! #2190; Ken Twice As Nice Reversible Fashions #2308; Barbie Twice 
As Nice Reversible Fashions #2295; Barbie Active Fashions #2180, 2184, 2181; Barbie Fancy Frills Lingerie #3184, #3183 x 2; 
#3181; Near Mint to Mint, within Good to Excellent Plus packaging; (11). 

 £40 - £60 

476. Mattel Barbie vintage carded outfits x nine, 1986: Barbie Pet Show Fashions #3661 3699 and #3660 3699; Barbie 
Romantic Wedding #3102, #3105 and #3106; Ready to Wear Pret-A-Porter Ken #3311, Barbie #3298 and Barbie #3310; Fancy 
Frills Lingerie #3181; Near Mint to Mint, within Fair Plus to Excellent Plus packaging; (9). 

 £40 - £60 
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477. Mattel Barbie vintage carded outfits x thirteen, 1987: California Barbie #4465 4472; The Jeans Look Fashions #4333 
4273 and #4334 #4273; My First Barbie Easy-On Fashions #4587, #4579, #4582 and #4581; Pretty Choices #4122, #4126, 
#4128, #4119; California Barbie Ken #4469 4472; Perfume Pretty Fashions #4623 4626; Near Mint to Mint, within Fair Plus to 
Excellent Plus packaging; (13). 

 £60 - £90 

478. Mattel Barbie vintage carded outfits x fourteen, 1988: Skipper Teen Time Fashions #2598, #2608 and #2640; Safari 
Barbie Fashions #1594 and #1597; Barbie Dinner Date #1295 and #1308; Barbie Weekend Collection #1349, #1327 and 
#1528; Feeling Pretty Fashions #1524; Fashion Finds ##1018, #1019, #1063; Near Mint to Mint, within Good to Excellent Plus 
packaging; (14). 

 £60 - £90 

479. Mattel Barbie Skipper vintage carded outfits x fifteen, 1983-1988: Skipper Fashion Fantasy Summer Sunshine #5813, 
Party Perfect #5816, Smooth Sailing #5810, Riding Fun #5817, Barbie Fan #5811. Skipper Fashion Fantasy #4880, #4882. 
Skipper So Active Fashions #7979, #7981, #2237, #7980. Skipper Mix & Match #4538, #4534, #4535. Skipper Lookin' Lively 
Fashions #2579. Near Mint to Mint, within Good Plus to Excellent Plus packaging; (15). 

 £60 - £90 

480. Mattel Barbie vintage carded outfits x ten, 1987-1996: Barbie Pretty Choices #4127; Barbie Feeling Pretty #1523 and 
#1509; Wedding Collection #8264; Barbie Bridal Collection Fashions #68176; Sports Fashions #68312-91; Bridal Fashions 
#68065-95; Bead Fun #12623; Ocean Friends Check-Up Dress 'N Play #67508; Sports Fashions #68312-91; Near Mint to Mint, 
within Good to Excellent Plus packaging; (10). 

 £40 - £60 

Macmillan Cancer Support Fundraising 

481. Mattel Barbie factory sample Naomi Campbell doll, dressed by Mario Omar. With letter of provenance: Hi Betty; via 
Mattel, I hope these two Barbie dolls will help towards your worthy cause. They are dressed by Mario Omar, in two of our 
designs from the Autumn/Winter 1999-2000 Collection. All the very best of my good wishes and thoughts, giggles, Zoe Heyes. 
PS I hope Naomi and Elle enjoy the evening!!  NB: Lots 481, 482 and 483 have been consigned by staff nurse Betty Davis, a 
long-term supporter of Macmillan, at Guy’s and St Thomas' Hospital. The proceeds from these lots will be donated to Macmillan 
Cancer Support, registered charity in England and Wales (261017), Scotland (SC039907) and the Isle of Man (604). Also 
operating in Northern Ireland. A company limited by guarantee, registered in England and Wales company number 2400969. 
Isle of Man company number 4694F. Registered office: 89 Albert Embankment, London SE1 7UQ. VAT no: 668265007. 

 £40 - £60 

482. Mattel Barbie factory sample Elle Macpherson doll, dressed by Mario Omar. With letter of provenance: Hi Betty; via 
Mattel, I hope these two Barbie dolls will help towards your worthy cause. They are dressed by Mario Omar, in two of our 
designs from the Autumn/Winter 1999-2000 Collection. All the very best of my good wishes and thoughts, giggles, Zoe Heyes. 
PS I hope Naomi and Elle enjoy the evening!!  NB: Lots 481, 482 and 483 have been consigned by staff nurse Betty Davis, a 
long-term supporter of Macmillan, at Guy’s and St Thomas' Hospital. The proceeds from these lots will be donated to Macmillan 
Cancer Support, registered charity in England and Wales (261017), Scotland (SC039907) and the Isle of Man (604). Also 
operating in Northern Ireland. A company limited by guarantee, registered in England and Wales company number 2400969. 
Isle of Man company number 4694F. Registered office: 89 Albert Embankment, London SE1 7UQ. VAT no: 668265007. 

 £40 - £60 
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483. Joanna Lumley signed 10" x 8" autographed photograph, together with a letter of provenance from Lisa Hill (PA to Miss 
Lumley). NB: Lots 481, 482 and 483 have been consigned by staff nurse Betty Davis, a long-term supporter of Macmillan, at 
Guy’s and St Thomas' Hospital. The proceeds from these lots will be donated to Macmillan Cancer Support, registered charity 
in England and Wales (261017), Scotland (SC039907) and the Isle of Man (604). Also operating in Northern Ireland. A 
company limited by guarantee, registered in England and Wales company number 2400969. Isle of Man company number 
4694F. Registered office: 89 Albert Embankment, London SE1 7UQ. VAT no: 668265007. 

 £25 - £35 

Dolls & Teddy Bears 

484. Steiff vintage Teddy Bear German circa 1908," Ileenes Ted" with provenance, cinnamon mohair, black boot button 
eyes, black vertically stitched nose with brown over stitched repairs, fully jointed, cloth (recovered pads), excelsior filled, small 
material inset repair piece to muzzle, split to fabric on reverse of ear, ankle partially re-attached covered with bandage, filling 
shifted at upper arms, overall wear to front torso and arms, slight fading to mohair on front, colour is extremely good on reverse, 
inoperative growler, Good Plus, 18"/47cm. Accompanied by three black and white photographs of his previous owners and 
notation of his history. NB Ted was the constant companion to Ileene Rita Smith who was given Ted to her on her 7th birthday 
in 1908. He moved with his owner to London during WWII where she served in the War Ministry working in a team organising 
the North Atlantic Convoys. A survivor of many air raids and disruption, after the war he retired to help the family run a Guest 
House called "Trevaylor" on St Michaels Road in Perranporth, Cornwall. His direct neighbour being Winston Graham who lived 
at "Nanpora" where he wrote the popular Poldark Series of novels. Ted also continued to travel with Ileene as her companion. 
After Ileenes death her family have decided he is ready for a new journey. 

 £800 - £1200 

The Teddy Bear Supplies Collection 

485. A modern wooden Dolls House with contents, opens at front to reveal three rooms over two storeys, staircases to rear 
on separated matching wooden base plus quantity of loose contents including rugs, figures, chairs, dresser, some loose broken 
pieces, Good Plus, 35 1/4" (90cm high) x 23 1/2" (60m) deep; modern mock Tudor style dolls house with contents, opening at 
side to reveal one room, second roof opening, plus small quantity of contents including rug, figures, chair, table; Good Plus to 
Excellent 20 1/2" 952cm) high x 18" (46cm ) deep. 

 £20 - £30 

486. Cotton & Rayon Fur Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling over 3 metres of natural cotton plush on cloth 
backing in chocolate brown, fuchsia and stone; vintage gold rayon 1/8th metre plus a small piece of rust. Ex-shop 
stock - Excellent Plus. 

 £20 - £40 

487. Cotton Crushed Velvet fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling over 6 metres on cloth backing in yellow, sage 
green, fawn, gold, chocolate brown, forest green, marmalade, bright blue and vintage gold. Ex-shop stock - Excellent Plus to 
Near Mint. 

 £60 - £80 

488. Cotton Crushed Velvet Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling over 6 metres on a cloth backing in peach, 
sage, grass green, vintage gold, chocolate brown, old gold, rust, lavender and black. Ex-shop stock - Excellent Plus to Near 
Mint. 

 £60 - £80 
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489. Cotton Crushed Velvet Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling over 6 1/2 metres on a cloth backing in peach, 
forest green, sage, grass green, vintage gold, old gold, blue, chocolate brown, rust and turquoise. Ex-shop stock - Excellent 
plus to Near Mint. 

 £60 - £80 

490. Alpaca Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling over 2 1/2 metres; black with silver guard hair, dense alpaca 
on cloth backing plus 2 smaller pieces in stone and grey, ex-shop stock - Excellent Plus to Near Mint. 

 £40 - £60 

491. Alpaca Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling over 3 metres, black with silver guard hair, dense alpaca on 
cloth backing plus a smaller piece of lavender. Ex-shop stock - Excellent Plus to Near Mint. 

 £40 - £60 

492. Rayon and Silk Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling over 1 metre, vintage gold rayon, chocolate crushed 
and crushed ice fabric. Ex-shop stock - Excellent Plus to Near Mint. 

 £20 - £30 

493. Mohair Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling 2.5 metres in jolly blue, gold, black, distressed white with blue 
marble effect, distressed raspberry with black guard hair, all medium to long pile. Ex-shop stock - Excellent Plus to Near Mint. 

 £80 - £100 

494. Mohair Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling 2.5 metres in old gold, grey, black, distressed white with blue 
marble effect, distressed raspberry with black guard hair, all medium to long pile. Ex-shop stock - Excellent Plus to Near Mint. 

 £80 - £100 

495. Mohair Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling over 2 metres in white and black raw (string); dusty pink, old 
gold, purple passion, distressed white with blue marble effect, all medium to long pile. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to Excellent 
Plus. 

 £70 - £90 

496. Mohair Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling over 2 metres; white and black raw (string), dusty pink, black, 
distressed fuchsia and toffee brown, all medium to long pile. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to Excellent Plus. 

 £70 - £90 

497. Mohair Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling over 1 3/4 metres; white and black, jade green and black, 
green fizz and black, marmalade and black, purple and black, all 50mm long pile raw (string) mohair. Ex-shop stock - Excellent 
to Excellent Plus. 

 £70 - £90 

498. Mohair Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling 1 3/4 metres; white and black, jade green and black, purple 
and black, lime and black; all 50mm long pile raw (string) mohair. Ex-shop stock - Excellent. 

 £70 - £90 

499. Mohair Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling over 2 metres in white and black raw (string), jolly blue, peach, 
green gold, distressed white with blue marble effect, cornflower yellow; all medium to long pile. Ex-shop stock - Excellent. 

 £80 - £100 
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500. Mohair Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling over 2 metres in old gold, dusty pink, jolly blue, blond, 
marmalade, light blond and distressed raspberry with black guard hair; all medium to long pile. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to 
Excellent Plus. 

 £80 - £100 

501. Mohair Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling 2 1/4 metres in old gold, jolly blue, peach, dusty pink, silver 
star; all medium to long pile. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to Excellent Plus. 

 £80 - £100 

502. Mohair Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling 1 3/4 metres in black and white, turquoise and black, purple 
and black, jade green and black, sky blue and black; all 50mm long pile raw (string) mohair. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to 
Excellent Plus. 

 £70 - £90 

503. Mohair Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling over 1 3/4 metres in black and white, cerise and black, lime 
green and black, rust; 40 to 50mm long pile raw (string) mohair. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to Excellent Plus. 

 £70 - £90 

504. Mohair Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling 2.5 metres in distressed white with blue marble effect, 
distressed raspberry with black guard hair, honeydew; all medium to long pile. Ex-shop stock - Excellently to Excellent Plus. 

 £80 - £100 

505. Mohair Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling 2.5 metres in distressed white with blue marble effect, 
distressed raspberry with black guard hair and peach; all medium to long pile. Ex-shop stop - Excellent to Excellent Plus. 

 £80 - £100 

506. Mohair Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling 2.5 metres in dusky pink, light cinnamon, black, old gold, 
yellow peril; mid pile length. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to Excellent Plus. 

 £80 - £100 

507. Mohair Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling 2.5 metres in white and black raw (string), peach, grey, jade 
green and black raw (string), greeny gold; medium to long pile. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to Excellent Plus. 

 £80 - £100 

508. Mohair Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling over 2 metres in white and black raw (string), Terra-cotta, 
distressed white with blue marble effect, old gold, dusty pink; all medium to long pile. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to Excellent 
Plus. 

 £70 - £90 

509. Mohair Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling 2.5 metres in white and black raw (string), dusty pink, black, 
sunflower yellow, Elephant grey, greeny gold; all medium to long pile. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to Excellent Plus. 

 £80 - £100 

510. Mohair Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling 1.5 metres in old gold, baby blue, champagne, peach, vintage 
gold, sea blue, marmalade, Elephant grey; all medium pile. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to Excellent Plus. 

 £60 - £80 
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511. Mohair Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling over 2 metres in white and black raw(string), peach, curly 
lavender, distressed white with blue marble effect, greeny gold; all medium to long pile. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to Excellent 
Plus. 

 £70 - £90 

512. Mohair Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling 2 metres in white and black, lime green, grey and black, coral, 
charcoal, rust, black, bright orange; raw (string) medium to long pile length. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to Excellent Plus. 

 £70 - £90 

513. Mohair and Wool Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling 2 1/4 metes in off-white and black raw (string), 
lavender wool mix, chocolate, midnight raw (string); all long to extra long pile length. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to Excellent 
Plus. 

 £70 - £90 

514. Mohair Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling 2 metres in dusky pink, apricot, fudge, black, curly old gold, 
vintage gold, cinnamon, distressed raspberry with black guard hair; in 4mm to mid pile length, some smaller pieces. Ex-shop 
stock - Excellent to Excellent Plus. 

 £70 - £90 

515. Mohair Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling over 3 metres in distressed raspberry ripple, baby pink, lemon, 
mocha, vintage rose, brown tipped cerise, marmalade, dusky pink, orange, old gold, yellow, mid brown and yoke; all short to 
medium pile, matted or sparse. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to Excellent Plus. 

 £100 - £120 

516. Mohair Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling over 2 metres in rust, coral, sea green, ginger, silver star, 
mushroom, milk chocolate, blond; all short to medium pile in sparse and semi sparse finish. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to 
Excellent Plus. 

 £70 - £90 

517. Mohair Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling over 2 metres in blush, coral, thistle, lime, chocolate brown, 
purple, coral beach, light tan, fuchsia, brown tipped, blond, light cinnamon and tan; all short to medium pile length in string, 
sparse and matted finishes. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to Excellent Plus. 

 £70 - £90 

518. Mohair Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling over 1 3/4 metres in sea green, black, blond, lime, cinnamon, 
Alfonzo red, pale cinnamon, pale blond, purple tipped, ginger, moss green and brown; 4mm to medium pile in sparse, semi 
spare or matted finish. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to Excellent Plus. 

 £60 - £80 

519. Mohair Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling over 1 3/4 metres in rust, sea green, light cinnamon, lime raw 
(string), ginger, fuchsia raw (string), denim blue, pink, light blond and pink tipped; short to medium pile in sparse, semi sparse or 
matted finish. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to Excellent Plus. 

 £60 - £80 

520. Mohair Fabric suitable for small and miniature Teddy Bear making. Totalling over 3 metres in jolly blue, old gold, 
peach, dark cinnamon, apricot, mint green, chocolate, blue tipped and red in 4mm short pile. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to 
Excellent Plus. 

 £70 - £90 
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521. Mohair Fabric suitable for small and miniature Teddy Bear making. Totalling over 3 metres in jolly blue, peach, red, 
dark cinnamon, apricot, pink, chocolate brown, peach melba and old gold in 4mm short pile. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to 
Excellent Plus. 

 £70 - £90 

522. Mohair Fabric suitable for small and miniature Teddy Bear making. Totalling over 2.5 metres in peach, old gold, jolly 
blue, red, chocolate brown, grey tipped, sunflower yellow and cinnamon in 4mm short pile. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to 
Excellent Plus. 

 £60 - £80 

523. Mohair Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling over 1 3/4 metres in black, grey, rust, blond, sunflower, pale 
blond, cinnamon, pink, old gold, ginger black white string, light cinnamon and honey in short to medium pile in curvy, sparse 
and matted finishes. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to Excellent Plus. 

 £50 - £70 

524. Mohair Fabric suitable for smaller Teddy Bear making. Large quantity of smaller pieces maximum 1/16 in size in 
various colours and pile lengths, plus bag of scrap mohair in various finishes. Ex-shop stock - Excellent.  (qty) 

 £40 - £60 

525. Mohair, Wool and Cotton Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Over 6 metres in white and black 50mm pile raw 
(string), 4mm pile, cotton, wool, all in raw state ideal for hand dyeing in 4mm to 50mm pile length. ex-shop stock - very Good to 
Excellent.  (17) 

 £120 - £140 

526. Mini Bear Velvet and Cashmere Squares suitable for miniature Bear making. Over 80 approx 20cm x 20cm squares in 
various colours. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to Excellent Plus.  (80+) 

 £40 - £60 

527. Mini Bear Velvets and Cashmere Squares suitable for miniature Bear making. Over 80 approx 20cm x 20cm squares in 
various colours. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to Excellent Plus.  (80+) 

 £40 - £60 

528. Mini Bear Velvets large quantity of Squares suitable for miniature Bear making. Over 650 20xm x 20xm squares in 
various colours (many repeats). Ex-shop stock - Excellent to Excellent Plus.  (650+) 

 £70 - £90 

529. Mini Bear Velvets large quantity of uncut suitable for miniature Bear making. Over 5 metres in various colours (some 
repeats) plus quantity of small off-cut pieces in various colours. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to Excellent Plus. 

 £40 - £60 

530. Mini Bear Velvet large quantity suitable for miniature Bear making. Un-cut partial rolls totalling over 20 metres in 16 
partial rolls in mint green, dark tarragon, dusty pink, white, grey pattern, terra-cotta, fawn, turquoise and grey, mustard, dark 
mint, old rose, cinnamon, merlo, wine; some discolouration and marks to back of rolls otherwise Good Plus. Ex-shop stock. 

 £50 - £70 

531. Ultra Suede - Alcantara Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Over 3 1/2 metres in black, buttercup, beige, fawn, 
lemon, blush, denim, chocolate brown, fudge, toffee, dark tan and chocolate in 1/4 to 1/2 litre pieces, blush and lemon slight 
marks to reverse of fabric - otherwise Excellent Plus. Ex-shop stock.  (13) 

 £50 - £70 
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532. Faux Suede, Double-Sided Suedette and various Fabrics suitable for Teddy Bear making. Over 5 1/2 metres in 1/4 
metre pieces plus over 50 cut 20cm x 20cm squares in various colours plus 2 partial rolls. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to Excellent 
Plus. 

 £30 - £50 

533. Suedette Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Over 8 metres plus, over 100 20cm x 20cm cut squares in various 
colours plus 2 partial rolls in pink and chocolate brown, some repeats. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to Excellent Plus. 

 £40 - £60 

534. Pure Wool Felt Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Over 2.5 metres in 1/4 metre pieces plus quantity of cut 20cm x 
20cm squares in various colours plus small amount of cut pieces. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to Excellent Plus. 

 £40 - £60 

535. Ultra Suede - Alcantara Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Over 116 cut 20cm x 20cm squares plus quantity of 
off-cut pieces in various colours. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to Excellent Plus. 

 £40 - £60 

536. Wool Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling over 3 3/4 metres pure wood fabric on a cotton backing in coral, 
white and gold. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to Excellent Plus. 

 £40 - £60 

537. Dress Making Fabrics. Large quantity of dress-making fabrics including Velvet, Grosgrain, Georgette, Silk, man-made 
Taffeta and Cotton Prints suitable for crafting, doll or teddy bear clothes or paw pads. Ex-shop stock - Good to Good Plus.  
(qty) 

 £30 - £50 

538. Felt, Suedette, Ultra Suede - Alcantara and Velvet suitable for Crafting and Teddy Bear making. Over 75 20cm x 20cm 
squares of crafting felt plus large quantity of smaller pieces and strips of ultra suede, suedette and velvet. Ex-shop stock - very 
Good to Excellent. 

 £30 - £40 

539. Real Leather and Hide suitable for Crafting and Teddy Bear making. Quantity of pieces of off-cut leather in matt, gloss 
and kid finishes. Ex-shop stock - Good to Good Plus. 

 £20 - £40 

540. Viscose Fabric suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling over 1 metre in sand, cornflower, lemon, red and small pieces 
of ruby and coral. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to Excellent Plus. 

 £40 - £60 

541. Wobble Head Split Pins for Teddy Bear Joints. Large quantity of round headed split pins to create wobble joints in 
small, medium and large. Ex-shop stock - Excellent Plus.  (qty) 

 £20 - £40 

542. Hardwood Disc Cotterpin Joints very large quantity suitable for Teddy Bear and Toy making. Totalling over 6000 discs 
in sizes 38mm, 50mm, 55mm, 60mm, 64mm, 70mm, 80mm, 100mm and 120mm; some are bagged with washers and split 
pins, others loose, plus quantity of loose pins and washers in 9 tubs. Ex-shop stock - Excellent to Excellent Plus. NB Due to the 
weight of this lot buyer to arrange own delivery.  (over 6000) 

 £50 - £70 
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543. Hardboard Disc Nut & Bolt Joints very large quantity suitable for Teddy Bear and Toy making. Totalling over 3100 discs 
in sizes 18mm, 25mm, 30mm, 38mm, 44mm, 50mm, 57mm, 64mm, 70mm, 76mm, 88mm and 100mm; some are bagged with 
washers, nuts & bolt joints others loose with quantity of loose washers, nut & bolt joints in 6 tubs. Ex-shop Excellent to Excellent 
Plus. NB Due to the weight of this lot buyer to arrange own delivery.   (3100+) 

 £40 - £60 

544. Hardboard Disc Cotterpin Joints large quantity suitable for small and miniature Teddy Bear and Toy making. Totalling 
over 1200 discs plus loose washers and cotterpins, 10mm - 20mm. Ex-shop stock, Excellent to Excellent Plus. NB Due to the 
weight of this lot buyer to arrange own delivery.  (1200+) 

 £20 - £40 

545. Plastic Joints large quantity suitable for Teddy Bear and Toy making. Totalling over 1400 in 20mm, 30mm, 40mm, 
45mm and 50mm strong white with plastic washers and black with metal washers, toy safety joints. Ex-shop stock Excellent to 
Excellent Plus. NB Due to the weight of this lot buyer to arrange own delivery.   (1400+) 

 £30 - £50 

546. Amber and coloured Plastic Eyes very large quantity suitable for Teddy Bear and Toy making. Totalling over 4700. 
Plastic safety eyes with metal washer in amber sizes 7mm, 9mm, 10mm, 12mm, 13mm and 15mm plus small quantity of brown, 
blue, clear, green cats, comical eyes and animal eyes. Ex-shop stock Excellent.  (4700+) 

 £30 - £50 

547. Black Plastic Safety Eyes very large quantity suitable for Teddy Bear and Toy making. Totalling over 3900 plastic 
safety eyes with metal or plastic washer in sizes 5mm, 6mm, 7mm, 9mm, 10mm, 12mm, 13mm, 15mm, 16mm and 18mm. 
Ex-shop stock Excellent to Excellent Plus.  (3900+) 

 £30 - £50 

548. Black Glass Eyes very large quantity suitable for Teddy Bear making. German (Lesch) glass eyes totalling over 3800 
on loops in 6mm, 7mm, 8mm, 9mm, 10mm, 11mm, 12mm, 13mm, 14mm, 15mm, 16mm, 18mm and 20mm. Ex-shop stock 
Excellent to Excellent Plus.  (3800+) 

 £50 - £70 

549. Amber Glass Eyes very large quantity suitable for Teddy Bear making. German (Lesch) glass eyes totalling over 
10,500 on loops in light, medium and dark amber in 4mm, 5mm, 6mm, 7mm, 8mm, 9mm, 10mm, 11mm, 12mm, 13mm, 14mm, 
15mm, 16mm, 17mm, 18mm, 19mm, 20mm. Ex-shop stock Excellent to Excellent Plus.  (10,500+) 

 £100 - £120 

550. Amber, Painted Back and Coloured Glass Eyes large quantity suitable for Teddy Bear making and restoration. German 
(Lesch) glass eyes on loops totalling over 700 on loops or wire in 500 of light medium and dark amber plus small quantities of 
blue, smoke, violet, green, clear and brown painted back. Ex-shop stock all Good Plus to Excellent.  (700+) 

 £50 - £70 

551. Amber, Painted Back and Coloured Glass Eyes large quantity suitable for Teddy Bear making and restoration. German 
(Lesch) glass eyes on loops totalling over 700 on loops or wire in 500 of light medium and dark amber plus small quantities of 
blue, smoke, violet, green, clear and brown painted back. Ex-shop stock all Good Plus to Excellent.  (700+) 

 £50 - £70 

552. Coloured Glass Eyes very large quantity suitable for Teddy Bear making. German (Lesch) eyes on loop totalling over 
9000 in green, violet, yellow, blue and smoke in 5mm to 12mm sizes, plus metal display stand. Ex-shop stock Excellent to 
Excellent Plus.  (9000+) 

 £80 - £120 
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553. Coloured Glass Eyes very large quantity suitable for Teddy Bear making. German (Lesch) eyes on loop totalling over 
9000 in green, violet, yellow, blue and smoke in 5mm to 12mm sizes, plus metal display stand. Ex-shop stock Excellent to 
Excellent Plus.  (9000+) 

 £80 - £120 

554. Shoe Button Eyes large quantity suitable for Teddy Bear making. German (Lesch) black glass eyes on loop totalling 
over 680 in 1mm, 2mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm, 7mm, 8mm, 9mm, 10mm, 11mm, 12mm, 13mm, 14mm and 16mm. Ex-shop stock 
Excellent to Excellent Plus.  (680+) 

 £40 - £60 

555. Brown Painted Back (enamel) Eyes large quantity suitable for Teddy Bear making and restoration. German (Lesch) 
eyes on loop totalling over 500, in 4mm, 5mm, 6mm, 7mm, 10mm, 11mm, 12mm and 16mm. Ex-shop stock Excellent to 
Excellent Plus.  (500+) 

 £30 - £50 

556. Realistic Buzzard Glass Eyes large quantity suitable for Teddy Bear making. High quality German (Lesch) hand 
painted, realistic eyes on this loop totalling over 1500 eyes in blue, hazel, green and mauve in 7mm, 8mm, 9mm, 10mm, 11mm 
and 12mm. Ex-shop stock Excellent to Excellent Plus.  (1500+) 

 £60 - £80 

557. Glass Eyes large quantity suitable for small and miniature Teddy Bear making. German (Lesch) on loops and wire 
totalling over 1400 in black, shoe button, blue, amber, clear, mauve and green in 1mm, 2mm, 3mm, 4mm and 5mm plus small 
quantities of onyx beads. Ex-shop stock Excellent to Excellent Plus.  (1400+) 

 £30 - £50 

558. Glass Eyes large quantity suitable for small and miniature Teddy Bear making. German (Lesch) on loops and wire 
totalling over 1400 in black, shoe button, blue, amber, clear, mauve and green in 1mm, 2mm, 3mm, 4mm and 5mm plus small 
quantities of onyx beads. Ex-shop stock Excellent to Excellent Plus.  (1400+) 

 £30 - £50 

559. Dye Bath and quantity of Dupont, Cemtex and Dylon Dyes suitable for dyeing mohair and fabric. Metal dye drum boiler 
(not tested), quantity of liquid dyes (partially used) in 15 bottles, dry dyes and 26 unopened Dylon dyes plus 13 units of 
unopened fabric paint. Fair to Excellent. NB Due to the weight of this lot buyer to arrange own delivery.   (60+) 

 £40 - £60 

560. Growlers and Squeakers suitable for Teddy Bear making and restoration. Quantity of German (Lesch) hardboard 
growlers in medium and large, plastic squeakers (untested). Ex-shop stock very Good to Excellent.  (100+) 

 £40 - £60 

561. Glass and Plastic Noses for Teddy Bear and Toy making. Quantity of German black moulded glass eyes on loops; 
plastic black moulded safety noses and red plastic animal noses. Ex-shop stock Excellent to Excellent Plus.  (200+) 

 £30 - £50 

562. Lockline Armature suitable for Teddy Bear making. White plastic flexible armature to create internal skeleton or 
movable jointing system. Sizes 01 and 05 plus links. Ex-shop stock Excellent to Excellent Plus.  (qty) 

 £30 - £50 

563. Yes/No mechanisms suitable for Teddy Bear making and restoration. Eleven, German metal,  internal jointing systems 
for Yes/No mechanisms plus 1 swivel neck joint. Ex-shop stock Good Plus to Excellent.  (12) 

 £30 - £50 
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564. Pins & Needles large quantity. Sewing needles, 5" doll needles, leather, curved, machine, needles and round headed 
pins plus some loose. Ex-shop stock Good to Excellent.  (75+) 

 £40 - £60 

565. True-Position Eye Sets suitable for Teddy Bear making. 12 full sets plus 1 partial set of black position eyes. Ex-shop 
stock Good to Excellent Plus.  (12+) 

 £40 - £60 

566. Tools for Teddy Bear and Toy making. Large quantity of tools including Bradawls, Scissors, Long Nose Pliers, Cutting 
Chalk, large and small Cotterpin turners, stuffing tools, nose wax, paw pad templates, feet inners, eye gauges and tape 
measures. Ex-shop stock Good to Excellent.  (qty) 

 £50 - £70 

567. Teddy Bear Glasses and Accessories. Quantity of metal and plastic glasses for Teddy Bears and Dolls plus small 
quantity of hats and bells. Ex-shop stock.  (qty) 

 £20 - £40 

568. Dolls House Accessories and Books. Quantity of dolls house doors, windows and accessories; wooden miniature 
decorative rocking horse plus books and magazines on dolls houses. Ex-shop stock Good to Excellent.  (qty) 

 £10 - £20 

569. Gutterman (German) Thread Shop Display Unit and Threads, partially filled unit with over 200 unused Gutterman 
Threads plus invisible, embroidery, linen and bonded nylon threads plus quantity of partially used threads. Ex-shop stock Good 
to Excellent. NB Due to the weight of this lot buyer to arrange own delivery.  (qty) 

 £50 - £70 

570. Needle Felt, Needles and Supplies. Quantity felting needles, small quantity of felt, needle felting books by Barbara 
Allan and Introduction to Needle Felting by Carrie Attwood. Plus miniature knitting kit.  (qty) 

 £20 - £40 

571. Crafting Materials large quantity. Crafting cloth materials and ribbons, quilting square fabric and large quantity of cut 
ribbons in various colours, small quantity of Marabou feather lengths.  (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

572. Crafting Materials, Accessories and Books. Dolls Faces, Wigs and Hair, Pegdoll Pegs, Books on Knitted Toys, Soft Toy 
Making, Beading, Jewellery, Toy Making, Little Grey Rabbit pattern book, plus quantity of jewellery making findings and 
completed craft soft toy project animals. Good to Excellent.  (qty) 

 £10 - £20 

573. Plastic and Environmentally Friendly Fillings for Teddy Bear and Toy making. Large sack of plastic bead fillings; small 
quantity of steel shot; environmentally friendly fillings - cherry stones, coconut and large quantity of maize fillings. Ex-shop stock 
Excellent to Excellent Plus. NB Due to the weight of this lot buyer to arrange own delivery.  (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

574. Polyester filling suitable for Teddy Bear and Soft Toy making. Large pallet (20kg+) of white polyester (Peacock fibres), 
filling in medium and high lux. Ex-shop stock Good Plus to Excellent. NB Due to the weight of this lot buyer to arrange own 
delivery.  (lg qty) 

 £40 - £60 
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575. Teddy Bear Squeakers and Music Box mechanisms suitable for Teddy Bear making and restoration. 29 x German 
vintage style hardboard squeakers; clockwork music box mechanisms and plastic squeakers. Ex-shop stock Excellent to 
Excellent Plus. (40+) 

 £40 - £60 

576. Wilde About Bears 6 modern artist mohair Teddy Bears. Lime, sparse mohair, fully jointed teddy bear with black glass 
eyes, black stitched nose, plus 5 other similar in peach, lilac, purple and lilac, black and blue and mocha artist teddy bears, 
missing swing tags. Good Plus to Excellent.  (6) 

 £60 - £80 

577. Wilde About Bears 5 modern artist Teddy Bears. White with blue marble effect, fully jointed teddy bear with black 
stitched nose, black glass eyes, blue velvet pads and inner ears, 58cm, plus others similar in blue long pile mohair, grey tipped, 
bright pink sparse, lime sparse, all missing swing tags otherwise Good Plus to Excellent.  (5) 

 £60 - £80 

578. Wilde About Bears 6 modern artist mohair Teddy Bears. Sage green, long pile mohair fully jointed teddy bear with 
black stitched nose, black glass eyes, black ultra suede pads, 38cm, plus others similar in grey mohair; blond sparse; tipped 
with blue marble effect, gold distressed mohair (all missing swing tags) otherwise Good Plus to Excellent.  (6) 

 £60 - £80 

579. Teds from the Tyne, Wilde About Bears group of modern artist Teddy Bears and Characters. "Fagan" by Teds from the 
Tyne, copper fuzzy mohair fully jointed teddy bear with black stitched nose, black glass eyes, fully jointed with swing tag and 
sewn in label, Excellent to Excellent Plus, (23.5cm) plus 4 x Wilde About Bears Teddy Bears and 2 small mohair Elephants all 
missing swing tags, Good Plus to Excellent.  (7) 

 £60 - £80 

580. Quantity of 10 mohair artist and handmade Teddy Bears; 7 mohair teddy bears one in vintage rayon, mohair Rabbit, 
Golly plus plush Panda, all missing swing tags otherwise Good Plus.  (10) 

 £20 - £40 

581. Quantity of mohair artist and handmade Teddy Bears, 16 fully jointed mohair jointed teddy bears, unmarked, would 
benefit from cleaning, some moth damage and mohair shedding, Poor to Fair, plus book of patterns.  (16) 

 £40 - £60 

582. Teddy Bear Kits in Fur Fabric materials, 20 x Wilde About Bears children's teddy bear making kits comprising fur fabric, 
joints, eyes and instructions (not checked for completeness). Ex-shop stock Excellent to Excellent Plus.  (20+) 

 £20 - £30 

583. Mohair Teddy Bear Kits. 10 x Wilde About Bears mohair bear kits and instructions; bedspring bears Elephant kit; 
Emmett velvet Donkey kit; Kangaroo and Tug velvet kits (not checked for completeness). Ex-shop stock Excellent to Excellent 
Plus.  (14) 

 £40 - £60 

584. Large quantity of mohair partially made-up miniature and larger Teddy Bears. Over 40 mohair and mini bear velvet 
parts to create teddy bears (fabric only) needs completion, not checked for completeness. Ex-shop stock Good Plus to 
Excellent.  (40+) 

 £40 - £60 

585. Teddy Bear Patterns. Large quantity of commercial teddy bear patterns for resale. Over 40, some photocopies, 
unchecked for completeness. Ex-shop stock Good to Excellent Plus.  (40+) 

 £20 - £30 
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586. Teddy Bear Patterns very large quantity of Teddy Bear and Animal patterns. Commercial and magazine issues, used 
condition, some cut, unchecked for completeness Good to Excellent.  (100+) 

 £40 - £60 

587. Teddy Bear making books and magazines. Quantity of quality instruction books including American Teddy Bear artist 
pattern book by Linda Mullins; 101 Bears to Make by Nancy Tiberg; How to Make Miniature Teddy Bears by Debbie Kesling; 13 
Australian Bear Creations Magazines plus Teddy Bear Times.  (qty) 

 £20 - £40 

588. Vintage cotton crushed velvet suitable for Teddy Bear making. Totalling over 5 metres on cloth backing in sage green, 
yellow, grass green, chocolate brown, peach, milk chocolate plus small cut pieces of crushed velvet and rayon. This vintage 
material has wear due to age. Good to Excellent.  (16+) 

 £40 - £60 

589. Fur Fabric very large quantity suitable for Teddy Bear and soft toy making. Several metres of man-made fur plush in 
cream, beige, navy, ladybird, animal print, baby pink, long pile white, brown, chocolate brown in 4 boxes and 1 roll. Ex-shop 
stock. Good to Excellent Plus. NB Due to the weight of this lot buyer to arrange own delivery.  (lg qty) 

 £20 - £40 

590. Ikea Storage Units and Shop Display Stands. Ikea (Mope) wooden storage units ideal for crafts or garage storage. 
Painted fronts and stained wood sides, in used condition Good; quantity of ex-shop - Fair Stands including upright with quantity 
of under slung metal hooks plus plastic tool boxes and wooden hangers suitable for fabric. NB Due to the weight of this lot 
buyer to arrange own delivery.  (qty) 

 £30 - £50 

591. Packaging Supplies, paper and plastic bags, very large quantity (pallet) of clear plastic self seal storage bags, clear 
bags, carrier and quantity of paper bags. Ex-shop stock. NB Due to the weight of this lot buyer to arrange own delivery.  (lg 
qty). 

 £10 - £20 
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Conditions of Sale
The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be 
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25%).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE Purchasers will be charged a total 
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable which
will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.

If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods can only
be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been made. We reserve
the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as possible, 
allowing for other bids. Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be decided by
the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification relates
to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of any item. It must
be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be regarded as opinion only, and
cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such faults
does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free of faults. 
Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in the event that an
item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this is proven to the 
Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days of the sale in the 
condition it was sold.

Telephone Bidding
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for telephone
bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any missed calls
due to human or technical errors.

Bank Transfer
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder
House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton on Tees. TS18 3EX

Sort Code: 40-51-62  
Account: 42076703  
IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703  
Bank Swift code: HANDGB22 
Account Name: Vectis Auctions Ltd 



Conditions of Sale (Continued)

Estimates
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity, 
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a 
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

Reserves
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a reserve on
a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the placed reserve or
£10 whichever is greater.  The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed
with Vectis Auctions beforehand.  This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

Late Withdrawals
(a) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top and
bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(b) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the midpoint
between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

Payment of proceeds of auction
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the right to
withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment.  If the buyer fails to make payment within the calendar
month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable in respect of the
amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each lot
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each lot might realise

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.
The website address is: www.vectis.co.uk  e-mail address is: admin@vectis.co.uk
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